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1"O GENERAL INTRODUCTION

In his working environment, man has always been

srrbjected to ktazards which l.ave affected his safety, healtkr
and well" being and often carrsed suffering and economic los-s"
In recent times much has been done towards redrrcing indrrs:
trial injuries and sickness, but many problems still
remain" Not the least of these is the painful disablj-ng
and even fatar- condítion known as decompression sickness"
This resuJ.ts from a ! rapidr reduction in ambient pressllre
of working environment, e"g", after working in a compressed

air environment (caissorl work), following diving operations,
or orr ascent to a rarefied atmosphere"

The research described in this report covers a study
of a mathematical model of the physical and physiological
factors conòerned with decompression sickness. An account
is given of eqrripment designed and developed to study one

important parameter of this model, namelyo the total gas

tension in the tissrre" fn addition a series of experiments
.was carried out on anima]-s and the author himse]-f to
measure changes in t?ris parameter rinder environmental
conditions equivaJ-ent to tl.ose met'with wtren exposed to
high altitudes"

2"O ltiHAT IS DECOMPRESSTON SICKNESS?

Under norma]- conditions marr lives and works surrounded
by air which at sea level exerts an average barometric
pressure of /6OmmHg" However, certain occrrpations require
work to be carried orrt in pressures above the normal
barometric pressure but on returning to normal, the
reduction in pressure may cause physiological changes
which give rÍse to a set of symptoms known as Îldecompression

sickness"oo
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The symptoms can vary in site and severity and

inclrrde 3 -

. Skin itch

" Fatigue

" Swelling of lymph nodes

" 0lBendstl - aches and pains, usually associated with
j oint s

" Dj-zzíness, confusion and narrsea

" VisuaI disturbances

" Respiratory disturbances - frclìokesrr

" Motor weakness

" Parasthesia

" Paralysis

" Death
1Kidd' quotes one simple classification of decompression

sickness symptoms into two categories designated Type I
and Type trI"

Typ" I covers all symptoms involving the lymphatics
or cutaneous tissue and aII cases where paj.n is the only
symptom "

Type II includes aII of the more severe symptoms

with central nervous system, circrrlatory and respiratory
involvement "

Alternatively symptoms of decompression sickness may

also occu.r aL high altitudes where the barometric presstrre
is reduced"

The history of development of scientific and medical
thought on the aetiology of decompression sickness is
reviewed below" Occrrpations wkrere people are subjected
to changes in environmental pressure which may lead to the
development of symptoms of decompression sickness are also
di s cus sed "
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3. O REVIEI{I OF AETIOLOGY OF DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS

Skin diving by breath holding pre-dates recorded
history. In 46O e.C" Heredotus writes of a Greek diver
employed to recover treasure from srrnken ships, wtrile

c
Nukada' notes that the Ama (or rsea-womant) of Japan, who

dive for sea weed and shell fishç âre mentioned in the
Gishi-Wajín-Den which is believed to have been written in
268E}"C" However, it was not until the mid-t7th Century
with ttre work of Robert Boyle3 tt.t scientific examination
of the effects of ctranges in the environmental pressure
oÍr living organisms began" His obserwation of a bubble in
the eye of a viper that he had placed in art evacrrated
chamber is often quoted, and he also propounded that the
death of his experimental anima.Is rrpon the sudden removal
of the ambient pressuree was due to the blood of ttrese
animals effervescing so vehemently as to disturb the
circrrlation. He also had thoughts on experimenting with
man to obserwe the effects of redrrced pressure orr

re spiration "

Ttrrorrghout tkre I5O years following Boylers work, small
nrrmbers of people were exposed to increased pressures j-n

the use of diving bells and early diving suits" There is
little doubt that the diving beJ-J- was the first practical
means whereby men engaged on engineering constmction
could work underwater in a compressed air environment "

Haxton and hlhyt"4 r"t tion that the f irst recorded, rrse of a

pressurised diving bell was by Smeaton while repairing the
foundatíons of a bridge over the Tyne in t778" In 7879
Augustus Siebe devised the supply of pressurised aj-r to a

diving dress" Even in these early days problems were noted
and Hal.ley/ describes the natrrre and mechanism of ear pain,
whil-e Lidd.e116 in LB42 noticed that divers often suffered
from rheumatism"

With t}-e technical and engineering progress of t}.e
indrrstrial revolution came a rapid development of undergrorrnd
mining íor coal and minerais. In 1830 Admirai Sir- Thomas

Cochrane applied for a patent orr a tectrniqrre for lrexcavating,
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sinking and miningfi7" This was granted, in 783t and was in
essence the technique of closing off mines or tunnels with
an- aír lock and compressing the air inside to prevent
seepage of ground water into the workings"

The first to use ttre compressed aít technique was

Triger in France in tB39 and Lre has been attribrrted wittr
the first written account of its effects on workers" This
technique was ¿sed intermittentty from 7839 onl/úards but
.w-as not until 7879 with the tunnelling under the Hudson

River in New York and under the scheldt in Antwerp that it
became used extensively" The first medical lock was also
used in the Hudson River Tunnel"

o
Two French physicians, PoI and hiatelleo in 7854, made

the first serious study of the problems errcountered in
Trigerrs mines which, by that time, included fatalities-
They recognised tl-e fact that the miners got into trorrble
on being decompressed to leave tl-e mirre, brrt failed to
discover ttre mecttanisms of tkre syndromes they encountered"
Based on autopsy observations they thought the problem was

due to congestion of the J.ungs and brain"

The next 4O to 50 years yielded a profusion
These ranged from racial factors where, in 1861,

suggested that frish laborrrers were Iess tolerant
pressed air work, to Littletonts theory, in 1866t
0qimpediment of the vertical falling and rising of
with re spirationuo 10 

"

of tkreories "

Brereton9
'of com:
on-

the brain

The similarity of afflictations suffered by trrnnel
Írorkers and divers was pointed out by Leroy de Meri"o,rttlt
in tB69 wkro believed in the importance of supersatrrration
of the blood in men decompressed after working in compressed

air environs" He considered that under these conditions
0rMan is really, from the physiological point of view, in
the situation of a bottte of artificial SeLtz water0ro

At this time Paul B"tt12, working on a comprehensive

study of hypoxia, asphyxia, oxygen poisoning and decompression
sicknesse beJ-ieved that gaseous embolism following liberation
of gas bubbles from the supersaturated blood was the rrnder:
tying mechanism of decompression sickness and recommended
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minimum times for decompression. Although physiology was

developing rapidly at this time, most physicians aL construc-
tion sites placed more faith in contempora-rry clinical
practices of bleeding, blistering and purging"

Jaminet, working as medical supervisor at the constmc:
tion of the St" Louis Bridge in t869, managed to reduce
markedly the mortality and morbidity by general. care of the
workers and the reduction of shift lengths " Others had
similar srrccesses but had rather vague ideas on the causes
of decompression sickness"

In 7gO7, Hal-dane, Boycott and D u^unl,I3 were appointed
by the Lord Commissioners of the Admiralty to investigate
deep diving" In their now "f.isical- report they expounded
the concepts of multiple tissrres, saturation and desatrrration
rates, and the principle that ttre ratio of initial to final
absolute pressllre was the factor whicl. governed the presence
or absence of symptoms" AJ-though ttre evidence they cited
to support their ttreories was scanty, it is orr this work
that the modern regrrJ-ations governing compressed air and
diving practice are founded and they undoubtably provided
the greatest advance in terms of analysing and forecasting
hrrman limitations in this field"

More recentJ-y UitIsl4 tras carried out a rigororrs
mathematical analysis of tkre diffusion of gas in a model.

of ttre tissue. He emphasized the importance of energy
considerations in predicting conditions under which phase
separation of gas corrld occur and lead to the development
of symptoms of decompression sickness.
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4.o PEOPLE SUBJECTED

ENVIRONMENTAL

TO CHANGES IN THE

PRESSURE

4"T HYPERBARIC STUDY

There are two broad categories of people who are srrb-
jected to hyperbaric pressures e viz. i divers and caisson
workers "

Divers are subjected to increasing pressure from the
water as they d.escend and this external pressure is matckred

by an increase in air pressure within the lungs" Thj-s ís
achieved either by allowing the lrrngs to compresse as

occurs when a rt single breathl{ dive is made r or by supplyíng
the diver with air at a presstlre eqrral to the surroundíng
water pressllre "

Caisson workers, orì. the ottrer hand, work in a compressed

air environment and breath the environmental air"

Each of these groups is discrrssed in more detail
below"

4.t.1 Divers

Breath Hold Divers

The oldest form of diving is the breath hold
dive where the lungs are filled with ambient aj-r at
the srrrface; a short working dive is made and the
diver retrrrns to the surface" Several groups of people
trave been diving in this manrrer for centrrries with
varying degrees of safety"

The diving Ama of Japan is probably the largest
and oldest of thejse groups and tras the safest diving
pattern" Many ancient references indicate that the
Ama have existed for at least 2rOOo y"..=15"

In Japan today, Ama refers to male or female

divers but the majority of Japanese Ama are female"

Tkrese divers cotlect plants or animals from the sea

becl ancl their diving pattern is highly developed" The

more experienced Ama work in depths of 25 to 6O feet
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making aborrt 30 dives in an hor.rr with each dive lasting
from 4O to 6O seconds" They dive from a boat carrying
orle krelpere wear goggles and have a ballast belt
with a line from the belt back to the helper"

Prior to diving they regulate their respiration
but do not Ìryperventilate and both descent and ascent
ar^e carried out with the minimum effort. To descend
they carry a heavy weigkrt and usrrally adopt a vertical'
posture whictr offers the minimum resistance "

On completing the dive the tender puJ-ls them quickly
to the srrrf ace while ttre Ama once again uses ttre
minimum physical "ffort16"

Strrdies of the occupational- health of ttre Amas

were first made by G. T"r,tokr17 in 1928, and since
then otLrers have made further studies of ttrese groups"
Although they do suffer from diving maladies, such as

ear and upper respiratory tract infection, there is no

definite description of decompression sickness in any
of the Japanese referen."=18"

Anotkrer group of breatl. hold divers are the
pearl divers of the Tuamotu Archip.trgo19" In the
height of the pearling season these people dive
repetitively to depths of 72O feet for up to 6 hours
a day" Ttrere are two notable groups among these
native divers; Trramotans - from the island of Trramota,

and Mangarevans - from the island of Mangareva.

Prior to diving tkre Trramotans hyperventilate
for 4 to 6 minutes, d.escend rapidly with a weighted
rope and shell basket, spend about 7þ mínlu1"es on t}.e
bottom gathering s}.eJ-l and ttren quickly haul themselves
to the surface hand over hand up their weighted rope"
Upon surfacing they immediately recommerice hyper-
ventilating and dive again after 4 to 6 minutes "

This group frequently suffer from diving
maladies known as frTaravanart (meaning to faIl crazi-fy) "

Tlre variorrs symptoms of this syndrome ar.e vertigo,
nauseae mental anguish, paralysis, llrì.cortsciousness,
and death" These are alJ- indicative of circulatory
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and cerebral disorders and represent the most severe
manifestations of decompression sickness, howeverr [o
report has been published of recompression treatment
for victims of Taravana to inwestigate whether this
therapy will remove the variorrs signs and symptoms.

Divers from the nearby island of Mangarevae
however, never experience ftTaravanalt. The only
difference between ttre diving techniques of the
Trramotans and Mangarevaïrs is in the spacing of the
dives. The Mangareva divers make a descent every L2
to 75 minutes instead of every 4 to 6 minutes, ancl
this increased surface time appears to be sufficient
to prevent the occttrrence of the dreaded elTaravana0r"

One other case of verified decompression
sickness, following rigororrs repetitive breath hold
diving, has been reported" A Danish diwing instructor,
P. Paule',.2o, wkro af ter spendlng about J hours in the
waLer orì- repeated breattr hold dives with rapid rates
of ascent ( fOO fL/mín) in a submarine escape training
tank, suffered from progressive symptoms of nausea,
dizziness, paresthesia of the limbs, abdominal painse
blurring of vision¡ and rtear shock" His symptoms and
signs were removed by recompression"

Divers Su Iied wittr Com ressed Air

The development of diving equipment for the
free swimming diver was pioneered. during the Second
hlorld trtiar and this led to the developrnent of ttre
present SCUBA (Seff Contained Underwater Breathing
Apparatus). Recently there has been a rapid increase
in the popularity of diving for recreation and sport
which has resulted in increasing numbers of divers
getting into serious difficuJ.ties with circulatory
and central- nervous system symptoms of decompression
sickness.

Naval divers and other professionaf divers make
tsÃñôâ+ôrl -1,.^-+ l-:--^^ +^ i.^--^^! --^rI r^^-rrcrrçøLvu Þrrur r, rriv('ii L(j rrispecr weii rteacls or tltloersea
drilJ-ing rigs, carry out salvage work and make rrnder-
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water geological surveys. Being professional or semi:
professional- however, they are easier to train and.

supervise than amateur civiJ-ian divers"

Abaloni divers off the coasts of Australia are
free swimming diwers supplied with compressed air
from a vessel orr the surface. Tl.ey dive repeatedly
to depths of about 50 feet to gather the abaloni
shell and have found that tkre use of currently
accepted repetitive dive tabl-es Ieads to impractically
long decompressions for their diving conditions" Many

claim to have no faith in current tables or decompressÍon
meters.

Torres Strait Islanders, off nortttern Arrstralia,
perform long and deeþ dives to gather shell" TypicalJ-y
they spend up to one trour at 2OO feet or more and may

take three hours to decompress. These are hard hat
divers clad in a hal-f suit and supplied by compressed
air from a compressor on board their diving lrrgger"
They have deveJ.oped their own decompressiorì. formats
whictr differ from those of the tables currently in
Lrse by the U.S" Navy and British Navy but the incidence
of decompression sickness among these Torres Strait
Islanders appears to be no greater tkran that of other
groups using the accepted table =27 "

With the expansion of oceanographic researchl
and the desire to stay under l'J-ater for longer periods
to allow more usefuJ- amounts of work to be done, a new

form of diving has been develope d,22. This invoJ-ves
rrnderwater J-iving - spending Ionger periods J-iving
and working under high pressu.re. Once the body tissues
have become thoroughly satrrrated at the ner^r pressure
the decompression time reqrrired is thought to reach a

maximum" An increase in the duration of the dive past
the time taken for satrrration does not increase the
decompression time" In this way the ratio of useful
working time to non. usefrrJ. decompressiorr time is in:
creased as the Iengtkr of the dive j-s j-ncreasecl" Thi"s
makes long periods of deep diving a practical proposition"
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Decompression rates used for these dives are very
con-servative at presente being as slow as one foot
every 75 minutes and under these rigororrsJ-y con-brotted
conditions seriorrs decompression sickness kras been
avoided"

4"t"2 Caisson l¡rlorkers

The basic principJ.es for caisson work have
remained unal-teied since their conception by Sir
Ttromas Cochrane in 1B3O and improvements krave been
confined to detaiJ-s in application" Some recent i^e-
search has been aimed at the practicability of keeping
workers in a raised errvironmental pressure for periods
extending to days, weeks or even *orrth=23" This woulrl
hold men availabJ-e for work at all times and gain art

overall saving in decompression time. hrhilst proJ.onged
exposure to the pressures invoJ-ved (tS-45 psia" ) have
been proven possible - as with saturation diving - it.
is unlikely that civilian workers wilI readily accept
conditions which deprive them of social and family
contacts for long periods" At present, shifts and
decompressions for caisson workers are organised
around a daiJ-y regrrlar return to atmospkreric condit5.ons
and in Britain in recent years the decompressaon
sickness rate tras been about L1/z per cent to 2 per e ent
of man/ de compre 

= =ion" 
24 

"

4"2 HYPoBARIC PRESSURES

Decompression sickness suffered as a result of exposure
to hypobaric pressures is commonly cafled Dysbarism"

hlith the development during lrior]-d l,tlar II of aircraft
capable of fast rates of ascent and high altitudes, t.here
w.as a rapid increase in the nrrmber of men suffering from
symptoms of decompression sickness and thís J-ed to an
upsurge of interest in dysbarism in aviators" However,
introdrrction in the 1950ts of pressure suits and pressurised
cabins virtua]-l;r eliminated this problem and j-nterest sr-¡tr-

sequently waned"
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In the 196Ots there was a revival of interest in
dysbarism associated witl. manned space fJ-ights" The United
States National Aeronarrtics and Space Adminístration
(unsn), by using an oxygen enriched. atmosphere (at a pres:
sure of 5 psia" ) achieved a significant saving in strlctura,f
weight of their manned space craft. T}.e rrse of this
pressrlre and the everr lower pressure of approximately 3"5
psia. erì.collrì.tered by the astronauts wkren outside the craft
in only a space suit, has stimulated much research ínto
the lower limits of pressure that can be safely tolerated
by man for long periods of time. It has also led to th¿
detailed investigation of the re1-atiwe merit of various
inert gases for use in breathing mixtures as a possible
measlrre for the prevention of d,ecompression sickne ==25.

5"O SCOPE OF STUDY

Any theory rrsed for generating decompression schedu"f.es

must be capable of dealing with al-l ttre forms of decom-
pression mentioned j.n the previous section.

This report describes the deveJ-opment and analysis of
a mathematical model of the gas transfer system in the
body. In arr attempt to cover the diversity of situation-s
rrnder which decompression sickness occrlrs tkre importance
of both the rat-e of decompression and the total gas t,ensir¡n
in the tissue, in the development of conditions liable to
cause decompression sickness, have been empkrasised,

Due to the importance of the total gas tension of the
tissue in this analysis, practical means of measrrring this
parameter are af,so described and the resrrlts of measure:
ments made in rat. and man are given.
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PART 7

THEOR.ETICAL STUDY OF GAS TRANSFER

IN THE BODY



6"o GENERAL BAcKGRoUND

6"T CURRENT APPROACH IN cALcULATING DECoMPRESSIoN SCHEDULES

The aetioJ-ogy of decompression sickness is currently
thought to be the phase separation of gas in body tissue
and decompression sctredules are therefore designed to prevent
the occurrence of conditions liable to carrse this" However,
several different criteria have been postuJ-ated for achieving
a so-called lrsafefl condition.

Hatdanel3 originally proposed. that providing the ratio
of initial to final absolute pressure did not exceed 227,
tl.e d.ecompression would be safe. More recently Van d"r Art"2b
advanced the concept of a series of critical pressure ratios
instead of the singJ-e ratio of Haldane and this multiple
ratio approach is used in calculating the current U"S" Navy
decompression table =27 " For ttrese tables a series of tj.ssues
is considered where the time courses for fitling with and
emptying of gas are exponential-" These exponentials have a

different half time for each tissue and the pressure change
each can tolerate before phase separation will occur is aIso
assumed to be different" In general , tl. e J-onger the hal-f
time of tl.e tissrre the smal.ler is the pressrrre ckrange con.-
sidered to be rr saf e0r f or that tissue "

The whole of this crrrrent approach is based on the
theory first developed by Haldane and most of the modifiaatj-ons
trave been of an empirical- natrrre where pressllre ratios are
changed or tissues with longer half times are invoked as tkre

duration of dives increases.

6"2 ENÐRGY REQUIREMENTS FoR PHASE SEPARATIoN oF GAS

74HilIs from a thermodynamic consideration of the energy
requirements for phase separation of gas from solution, has
emphasised that 0rspontaneouslr phase separation carrrrot occur
until the system becomes supersatrrrated and the higher the
supersaturation the greater the probabiJ-ity of phase separ-
ation. In a tretero.geneous medium like animal tissue, the
energy requirements for phase separation of gas can be in-
flrrenced by the surface energy associated with boundaries"
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For example, membrane surfaces in joints or arorrnd tendons,
and possibly even cell wa.lls" l'hese surfaces could act as
preferential sites for the initiation of phase separation
and the minimum energy configuration for the gas phase at
these surfaces need not be a spherical bubble but may be a

sheet or fiJ-m of ,gas"

The spontaneous ptrase separation of gas becomes more
probable the higher the supersaturation because ttrere is
more free energy available to form tl.e new ptrase. A measr¡-re

of peak supersaturations developed drrring a decompression
should therefore give an indication of any potentially
dangerorrs regions in a decompression format. However, shoufd
phase separation be initiated, the growth or reabsorption
of these regions will defend on tl.e energy of the gas in ttre
srrpersatrrrated tissrre and any srrbseqrrent changes in ambient

14. zBpressure

To examine local peak supersaturations in the tissrre it
was necessary to determine the gas tension distribution and
this in turn required modeJ-ling the entire physiological gas
transfer system" Furthermore, a knowJ-edge of krow ttre tota.l
gas tension of the tissues varied with the environmental
pressure, was reqrrired"

1.3



7.O PHYSTOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

To develop a realistic model of the body for examining
the spatial distribution of gas in tissue it was necessary
to rrnderstand the way in which gas transfer from the environ-
ment to the tissue is effected. Sal-ient feature of this gas
transfer system in the body is outJ-ined and the relation
between total gas tension in the tissue and the enwironmental
pressure are discrrssed in Sectiorrs 7.1 and 7.2 respectively.

7.T GAS TRANSFER FROM EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT TO CELLS

Most of tkre energy requirements of the body are met by
aerobic oxidation reactiorls wl.ich require a continrral supply
of oxygen and produce carbon dioxide as one of the by-products.
Adequate supply of oxygen and clearance of carbon dioxide
are the major functions of the respiratory and circrrlatory
systems.

7 . 1.1 Gas Exchan.qe Me ctrani sm

The

to blood,
to be one

tension to
diffusing
gradient.

In
tances, are
permeable
the blood

In
di stance s

times for

mechanism of gas exchange from alveolar air
and blood to tissue is generally considered
of simple diffusion from a region of high gas

one of lower gas tension with each gas

independently along its own partial pressure

the pulmonary lcapillary bed dif,fusion dis-
very s?rort and gas transfer is across highly

membranes which allow rapid equilibration of
with alveolar air.

tl-e systemic capillary bed, however, diffrrsion
are generally mrrch greaterr ând equilibration
the tissues must be correspondingly longer"

7 "t.Z Gas Transf er System (Fi.eure 1)

Ventilation

As a result of the respiratory movemerlts, venti-
Iation leads to the exctrange of alveolar gases witkr

t4
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the external environment. Respiration is regulated to
maintain the plasma partial pressures of oxygen and
carborr dioxide at preset control J-eveIs commerrsurate
with metabolic needs. The blood is found to eqrrilibrate
with alveolar air in one pass ttrrorrgh the pulmonary
capilJ-ary bed where excess carborr dioxide is etiminated
and oxygen absorbed"

Transportation

From the lungs the equilibrated blood passes
into the arterial system" Tkre gas content and gas
tension of arteria]. blood is then corlsidered to remain
unaltered until the b1.ood reaches ttre systemic capilJ-ary
bed where the gases diffuse between the capillaries
and tissue ceIIs down tl.eir respective tension gradients"
Four gases are involved, viz :- oxygen, carbon dioxide,
nitrogen, water vapour.

Oxygen - Most of the oxygen is carried in
chemical combination witl. the haemoglobin as oxyhaemo-
globin, but is transferred to the tissue through the
plasma wtrere it is j-n physical solution.

Its solubility is fairJ-y low and so relatively
f ew molecrrles are reqrrired in solution to satrrrate the
plasma and produce a high tension" UnIess the plasma
tension falls below 1OO- 1O5 mmHg oxyhaemoglobin does
not rel-ease its combined oxygen.

Carbon dioxide - In arterial blood the carbon
dioxide is carried in physical solrrtion buffered as
H,CO, and HCO; in the plasma, while in venous blood
some is also carried in chemical combination with tkre

haemogJ-obin as carboxytraemogJ-obin.

Carbon dioxide is aborrt 25 times more soluble
than oxygerr and consequentJ-y many more moJ.ecrrles are
required to create a saturated solrrtion. This applies
also to the solution of carbon dioxide in the tissue"
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Nitrogen is thought to be physical.J-y
entirely in physical soJ-ution in the
is the least soluble of the forrr
the most slowly.

therefore
dif frrsion

The rate of diffusion of nitrogen is
a raLe J-imiting factor when considering the
of these gases through tl.e tissue.

ld'ater vapour - Iüater is present in the blood
plasma in the liquid phase and its vapour tension is
fixed by the absolute pressure and temperature. Changes
in pressure of the order of magnitude encountered in
compressed air work and diving operations only have a

second order effect on water vapour prer",rr.29.

7.7. J Metabolism

The metabolic requirements of the celIs govern
the gas tensions in the venous blood and these reqrrire-
ments are met by alterations in the J-ocal perfusion of
the tissrre and more generally by changes in respiration
and circulation. Carbon dioxj-de and urrused oxygen are
transported back to the J-rrngs in the venous blood and
the cycle is repeated"

The body tras many of these gas transfer loops operating
in paralleI, with path lengtkrs and diffusion distances
ranging from the short circulation times and short diffusion
distances of coronary mrrscle to the much longer circulation
time associated with the extremities and the long diffusion
distances in joints and other fibrous tissue.

The only two places in the system where gâs,,tensions
can be substantially altered are the lungs and the tissue,
ioê., where gas exchange occurs. In the vessels linking
these regions the gas tensions of the blood remain reJ-atively
constant. Arterial blood gas tensions are fixed by al-veolar
air partial pressures while venous blood gas tensions are
fixed by metabolism in the tissue.
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The systemic capillary beds are complex ttrree dimension-
al meshes of minute blood vessels througtr which the velocity
of blood flow is continrrously ctranging. There is also a

continuous alteration in the local perfusion of the tissue
on a microscoþic scale and this autoregulation of blood flow
tl.rougl- the capillaries is governed by seweral factors
including Iocal tissue hyporia5O. The dynamics of capillary
circulation has been d.escribed by Nicott=3O.

Direct control of respiration and circulation is mainly
through the cLremical monitoring of pCOZ and pO, levels in
the arterial blood" Howewer, other factors aJ-so inflrrence
this control including psychoJ-ogical stress, ctranges in
general body temperature and changes in t}.e acid base
equilibrium of ttre blood" AII of these factors interact to
effect the blood distribution in a manrrer commensttrate with
tl.e metabolic requirements of the tissue and the maintenance
of homeostasis.

7.2 TISSUE GAS TENSIONS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF UNSATURATION

Under normal. conditions the partial press,ure of oxygen
at sea level is about llSmmHg in inspired air. This is
reduced to about lOOmmHg in the alveoli by ttre addition of
carbon dioxide and water vapour. hl'ater vapour tension is
fixed by the absolute pressure and temperature while carbon
dioxide partial pressure depends upon the reJ-ationship between
its production and alveolar ventiJ-ation.

In the metabolic processes oxygen is utilised by t}-e
cells and carbon dioxide produced as a waste product. As

oxygen diffuses out of the blood plasma the oxygen tension
in the plasma fal-ls causing the oxyhaemoglobin to dissociate
and so reJ-ease more free oxygen into the plasma.

While breathing air at atmospheric pressure the
haemoglobin in arterial blood is normally about 97 per cent
saturated.. (Figure 2). Metabolic requirements utilise a

quantity AQ of the total oxygen content of ttre blood and
this carrses the blood oxygen tension to faII from arterj-al
tension TO, to the venous tension TU, as it passes through
the capillary bed. This drop, designated Atl amounts to
aborrt 6OmmHg when breathing aír at atmospl-eric pressure.
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At ttre same time the ceIls are producing Çarbon dj-oxide
diffuses down its partial pressnre gradient into the
plasma. However, with carborr dioxide being 25 times

soluble than oxygen and with a respiratory quotient of
the increase in pCOZ in ttre blood plasma is only about

The net resrrlt is a faII of about J4mmHg in the total
gas tension of blood in passing from the arterial to the
venous side of the capiJ-lary bed. This ga's tension deficit
Ieaves the venous blood undersaturated wittr respect to ttre
arterial blood and has been referred to by Le Messurier
and HiIls as UNSATURATIONzl. In general the unsaturation
in any tissrre ís z-

Unsaturation Ambient pressure Sum of
in the

gas t.ensions
tissue.

Normal- values of oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and
water vapour partial pressures in inspired air, alveolar air,
arterial blood, vertolls blood and tissue are shown in Table L"

TABLE I

SAMPLE GAS PARTIAL PRESSURE (mmHg)

GAS Inspired
Air

A]-veofar
Air

Arterial
Blood

Venous
B].ood

Ti s srre

o, t5B

o

596

5

100

4o

573

4Z

100

4o

573

4Z

4o

46

573

4Z

<4o

>46

573

4Z

3

7

coz

N,

Hzo

TOTAL 760 760 760 706 ( 706

In Table 7 tíssue oxygen tensions are indicated to be
Iess tl.an 40 mmHg. There appears to be some controversy as
to wl.at the extra vascular oxygen tensj.on j-s in human

subjects and animals. Sibree3l has found that oxygen tensions
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in gas depots are often 20-lommHg below venons oxygen tensions"
This indicates that from the capilì-ary to the tj-ssue fluid
there may be a considerable oxygen tension gradient and the
cellular oxygen tensions may be expected to be everr lower
still. CampbeLL32, however, quotes gas pocket oxygen ten-
sions as being close to oxygen tensions in venous blood and
dismisses low oxygen tension measurements as being erroneous
readings.

Carbon dioxide partial pressures in gas depots in hrrman

subjects and animals are generally found to be cJ-ose to
those of venous blood which indicates that the tissue fluid
contains onJ-y a slight gradient for this gas.

hihen 1OO per cent oxygen is administered to a healthy
individual at one atmosphere pressure the oxygen tension of
arterial bl-ood T¡.2 rises towards the new alveolar Ievel.
See Figure 2" In the absence of nitrogeilr the alveolar
oxygen partial pressure is equal to the barometric pressure
Iess the partial pressure of water vapour and carbon
dioxide. Under these conditions it is about 6/OmmHg, nearly
seven times higher t}-an when breathing air. The haemoglobin
satrrration increases from 97 per cent to 1OO per cent and
more oxygen dissolves physicalJ-y in the blood plasma.
However, the total oxygen content of arterial blood is only
elevated by a smal-J- amount. If the metabolic requirements
of the tissue remain constant, ttre quantity of oxygen util-
ised by the tissrre AQ does not alter and blood tensions
of water vapour and carbon dioxide remain fairJ-y constant"
As seen from Figure 2 there will now be a large drop in
bloo¿ nOZ (designated AT2) and trence a correspondingty
Iarge increase in blood unsaturation.

Blood unsaturation will increase whenever the alveolar
pOZ increases and this occurs wtren the ambient pressure is
increased or when breathing oxygen enriched air. Similarly
the unsaturation can be reduced by decreasing pOZ in the
alveolar air as occurs when the ambient pressure is redrrced,

The tolerable increase in pO, in man is set by the
tension at whrich convulsions start and this is generally
found to be when pO, in the inspired gases reach approximate-
Iy two atmospheres absolrrte. Likewise there is a lower
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Iimit to the pO, which is determined by the onset of hypoxia.
Hypoxic symptoms start to occur at about 1O,OOO feet
altitude when breathing air and this corresponds to art

alveolar pOZ of approximately 6OmmHg.

hiith this physiological bacfcground in mind it is now
possible to develop a mat?rematical model of gas transfer
within the whole body that takes into account the difference
between ambient pressures and total gas tension in the
tissrre ( tissue unsatrrration) "

The development and analysis of this model is outlinecl
in ttre foJ-lowing section.
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B.o MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF GAS TRANSFER
SYSTEM

B"t DEVELoPMENT AND NUMERIcAL ANALYSIS oF MoDEL

The present work invoJ-ved determining t}.e spatial
distribution of gas in tissrre in order that the rocal srrper-
saturation could be examined" To do this it w.as rlecessary
to develop a model describing gas transfer within the
physiological- environment. Salient ptrysiological features
of the overall gas transfer system were outrined in section
7. t and are summarised below"

. Immediate equilibration of the pulmonary blood
with alveolar air was assrrmed and this fixed the
gas tensions of arterial blood.

. Changes in ambient conditions can not immediately
effect ttre gas tension of blood already in the
arterial or venous system.

" Gas tensions of verrorls blood are fixed by metabolic
requirements of tissue.

" Gas transfer between capi].]-aries and extra-
vascufar tissue was assumed to be a diffusion
process 

"

To develop the mathematical- model, ttre diffusion process
is considered in more detai]-"

Equation
frrsion through

ac

ât

where
C=
t=
Xryr and z
D=
V=

( f) is the general equation describing dif-
a homogerreotls medium.

D vZc

c(x, y rzrt) is the gas concentration
time

are cartesian co-ordinates
diffusion co-efficient
differential operator ¿2 o

( r)

a

22
ö

2 2
( )2

t)

2T

d x
+

v
+
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This equation can be solved by both analytical and
numberical methods and the reqrrired bor-rldary conditions are
found from t?re model of the tissue used"

at
Krogh" has developed the most real-istic model of ttre

systemic capillary bed. He considered each capillary to be
srrrrounded by six others in a regular hexagonal pattern and
set in a tromogeneous intercapillary medium"

However, the complexity of the soJ-ution to equation ( t)
is substantiarty reduced when a one dimensionar moder of the
tissue is used" Furthermore, the laws governing diffusion
are independent of the geometry of the model" The simplest
one dimensional mode.l was used to demonstrate this approach.

I,tlith this one dimensional model, equation (f) was reduced
to equation (Z)

ãc
D (z)

at

where
C = c(xrt)

hrith gas diffusing from two paralJ-eJ- capiltaries into
the intermediate tissue symmetry considerations gave aÍr
effective back wall at half the intercapiJ-lary spacing" A

tromogeneous intercapilJ-ary medium was also assr-rmed.

The analyticat solution to (Z) is relativ'eJ-y straight-
forward for a step change in gas concentration but becomes
more complex where rarrtp functions are involved. An

ideaf.ised dive profiler âs shown in Figure 3,¡ consists of
a series of ramp functions with positive, zero and negative
slopes" An actual dive profile, howeve,rr may be mrrch more
complicated than this" Ttre principJ-e of superposition can
be used to calcrrlate analyticalJ-y the gas conceñtration
distribution at any time after the start of the dive but
this soon becomes a very complex process wtren a continuous
record of the distribution throughout an entire dive is
reqrrired" The gas concentration distributions found just
prior to and just after decompression, for three different
times ob exposure to the same pressrrre, are shown schematic-
aIIy in Figure 4"

a2c

-2
âx
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Problems of this type where transients are of impor-
tance, are amenable to solution using numerical teckrniqueg
in whictr ttre differential- equation is approximated by a

finite difference eqrration" Furthermore, the tédious com-

putations involved in numerical methods are readily handled
by digital computing techniques and, as computing facilities
were available, it was decided to adopt a numerical approackr
rattrer than arì- analytical approach.

A numerical process know as the finite dífference
method was used and invoJ.ved dividing the diffusible medium
between the capillary and the backwall into rì. equally spaced
planes 1, 21 r " " " " "n" The initial gas concentration
aL each of these points was specified to give the set of
initial conditions while borrndary conditiorls were generated
by the gas concentration of ttre blood in the capillary"
The capillary gas tension was taken to be that of venous
blood and lagged behind the alveolar gas tensions by the
circulation deIay. A finite difference equation was then
used to calculate the gas concentration distributions at
Iater times during the cotlrse of a dive.

Equatíon (:) is a general finite difference equation
suitable for solving the one dimensional diffusion equation"

C - (C -r c ,) + (f - 2 o ) C- r o.oo (l)"rrt+1 - '"r-1rt'"r+1rt' '"rrt

where
C , is the gas concentration at plane r and time t"frt
This is stable for O< o slz with the simplest case

being when a = 7/2. Under these conditions equation (:) then
becomes the first order difference eqrration (4)

c C +C
r rL+7.

r-1,t r+!tL
(4)

2

This eqrration was .rrsed as ttre basic algorithm in a

Fortran program developèd for a CDC 64OO computer" The

program continually calcrrlated and analysed the corrcen-
tration distributions at regrrlar time intervals throrrghout
a r,shole di."re or seqr¡sn.e of dives and the time interr¡al of
calcrrlation was adjrrsted to give the required accuracy of
calculatiorls "
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The peak supersaturation w'as determined by subtracting
the ambient pressure from the peak tissue gas tension at
that time and the resrrlt expressed in feet of sea water"
See Figure 5" Magnitudes and rates of change of t,hese
peaks were then examined for different dive profiles.

As the programme was designed to be a research tool-
versatility was aimed aL and on removal of the section
dealing with the calcrrlation of rrnsaturation and circulation
delays, diffusion into any l.omogen-eous medirrm could be

investigate d "

One medium forrnd to be useful for examining diffusion
and ptr'ase separation of gas was a gelled 12 per cent solution
of gelatine in water" The coefficient of diffusion of
nitrogen into ttris medium was assumed to be t.7 x 7O-5 "^2/
sec" (approximately 90 per cent of tl-e diffusion coefficient
for nitrogen into water) " Based on this figure the back:
wall distance required for the medium to become 90 per cent
saturated in 24 Ïrours was calculated and found to be I"Zcm"
This roughly corresponded to the U.S" Navyrs four krour half
time tissue and was considered to represent poorly perfused
regipns such as joints and fibrorrs tissue.

Model dimensions can be scaled for any diffusion co-
efficient and also scaled to alJ-ow the determination of gas

concentration changes occurring in a tissue with any desirerl
half time" This scaling is achieved by calculating the
backwall distance necessary for the tissue to reach lO per
cent saturation in t}-e required hal-f time"

B"z RESULTS AND DIScUSSIoN oF INITIAL STUDIES USING THE
MODEL

Bends pains are generally thought to be associated with
poorly perfrrsed tissues where intercapillary distances are
Iarge" As pointed out above this is thought to correspond
to a tissue taking 24 hours to reach 90 per cent saturation
and so a tissue with these characteristics was used to
examine the peak supersaturations developed when dive para-
-^+^-^- ---^1- 

l^-11^ r----_!i ^-- -4 -ti--^ ^-^l -^^L^- ^c --^^-+rllELEr 5 SrLulr itb LrcIJLIr, rlt-ll.¿aLIUlt uI L¡tvca iartLr ra.ucs (Jr asurjrrL

were varied.
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Figure 6 shows the development of peak supersaturati.on
followíng a dive to 3OO feet for 20 minutes with non stop
decompressions of different rates of ascent" Peak super-
saturations occur on srrrfacing and can be markedly redr-rced
by decreasing the ascent rate " Furthermore, they faII off
rapidly on reaching the srrrface or a staging point"

Figure 7 exemplifies the method of analysis describecl
in the previous Section" A dive profiJ-e from an Okinawan
Pearl Diverr âs recorded by Le Messuri "r27, is strown along
with the peak supersaturation developed during the course
of this dive" A comparable U"S" Navy diver= to 22O feet
for lO minutes is also analysed in exactly the same manrler.
AtI calculations presrrme gas phase separation has not
o ccurre d "

Important features of the U.S" Navy dive are 3 -

(np to 70 feet)very high peak supersaturations
are developed in the early stag es of decompressj-on"

Iow peak supersatrrrations ( about
orr surf acing "

75 feet) develop0

" tissue is supersaturated throughout the entire
de compre s siorr "

By contra st the Okinawan dive strows 3 -
re'IativeJ.y low peak supersaturations
mittantly during the early phases of
(at,out 25 feet) "

developed inter-
the decompression

. the diver surfaces from 4O feet and develops 29

feet of supersaturation during this last step"

. apparent rroverstagingc* during the latter phases of
the decompression wkrere the bodyrs unsaturation is
only driving force for the elimination of excess
gas 

"

InitÍation of phase separation of gas is a function
of the excess free energy of the =y=t.r14' 

35 and phase
separation will not occrlr spontaneousJ-y unJ-ess the system
becomes supersaturated" By examining the gas corì.centration
distribution and peak supersaturations developed during a
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FIGURE 7 : U.S. NAVY DIVE TO 22O ft. FOR 20 MINUTES

IIIITH PEAK SUPERSATURATIONS DEVELOPED DURING

THE DECOMPRESSION.

OKINAÌIIAN DIVE TO 22O ft. FOR AO MINUTDñ IIIITH

PEAK SU.PERSATURATIONS DDVELOPED DURING THE

DECOMPRESSION.

DIVD TO 22O ft. FOR 50 MTNUTDS I{rTH DECOMPRESSTON

PROFILE THAT LIMITS THE PEAK SUPERSATURATIQN TO A

MÆ(IMUM OF 20 f t.
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dive, in the manner described above r potentially dangerous
points in a decompression sctreduf.e become evident"

hrith the profites illustrated tþe most dangerous
regions of the U"S" Navy table appear to occur early
during the decompression where the J.ong first pulJ- with a

rate of ascent of 6O feet per minrrte created high super-
saturatiorrs" In the latter stages, however, the super-
saturations generated are much lower as the J.ong staging
times allow the peak gas tensions to approach the ambient
conditions "

T'he Okinawan dive shown trere avoids high srrpersaturations
during the earJ.y phases of de'compression by having a gene]:-
ally sf.ower rate of ascent and introdrrcing short u deep
stages" The latter parts of this dive overstage the diver
and a high supersatrrratiori. was generated orr surfacing
directly from a depth of 4O feet.

Cro"k".36 has shown that some men deveJ-op symptoms
of decompression sickness orr srrrfacing directJ-y from depths
as shalf ow as 37 feet after dives of 6 to 72 horrrs duration,
while others have no symptoms after 72 hours at 4t feet"
At. a depttr of 30 feet the total gas tension in the venous
blood is equivaLent to approximatety 24 feet" The tissue
tension will be less than this, probably nearer 20 feet,
so on- surfacing after an extend.ed dive to a depth of lO
feet the peak supersatrrration developed in the tissue wi.Ll
be close to 20 feet" ft would thus appear that tkre
Okinawan diver created potentiaJ-ly dangerorrs conditions on
strrfacing with a peak supersatrrration in the tissue of
about 30 feet and, in factl this particular dive resulted
in ttre diver developi,ng bends symptoms "

If there is a maximum level of supersaturation a given
tissue can tolerate before pkrase separation of ,gas i,s
initiated, and this leveI can be determined, then,
decompressiorì. profiles where the supersaturations generaterl
do not exceed this limit can be calcrrlated for any dir¡e
or sequence of dives" If such a J.iml-t exists it wiII
probably -be a frrnction of several parameters inclrrding ab-
solrrte pressure, tissue properties, physiological condition
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of diver or caisson worker, solrrbility and diff,usion co-
efficients of the gases used in the breattring mixture"

An example of how a limit can be imposed. on the peak
supersatrrration is shown in Figure 7. An idealised dive
to 22O feet for 50 minutes was programmed with an ascent
rate of 20 feet per minute and the maximrrm tolerable peak
supersaturation set to 20 feet. Ttre program then calcu-
lated the depths at which stages must be introduced in
order that this supersaturation limit was not exceeded"
The duration of each stage w.as set by time taken for the
peak supersaturation to decay to 5 feet" Ttre resrrltant
decompression profi, le and supersatrrrations generated are
also shown in Figrrre 7"

Most theories concerning ttre development of decom-
pression tables place importance on avoiding excessive
supersaturation of the tissue " I,tiitkÌ ttre crrrrent approactr
of the U"S" Navy, the total gas content of the tissue
containing the most gas is noted and using this quantity
of gas the permissible pressure drop for that tissue is
applied to determine the position of the next stage" The
supersaturation generated is thus effectiveJ-y based on
the quantity of gas in ttre tissue" However, tkre approach
proposed here highrights the importance of the distributj"on
of gas in the tissue when determining supersaturation"

If supersatrrration is taken as a necessary pre-
requisite for initiation of phase separation ttren a Erperfeet-
Iy safelr dive, based orì. the model outJ-ined. in this study,
can be readily caf crr.lated" On suctr a decompression the
body! s rrnsatrrration worrld be used to prevent the
occtlrrerÌce of supersaturated conditions. Such decompression
schemes w-ere first suggested by Le Messrrrier and HiII=21
in 1965"

2BBuckles-- in observations on the d.ynamics of capillary
beds in hamster cheek porrch experiments tras noted that
capiJ-lary blood flow is arrested for up to oïre to two
minutes at a time" The effect of such a cessation of flow
on the development of supersaturation can be simulated by
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increasing the circrrlation delay" lütren considering a diver
ascend.ing at a rate of 6O feet per minute the supersaturation
developed, if capillary flow is arrested for two minrrtes,
could be as high as tzo feet. Localised peaks of this type
may well initiate phase separation and corrld lead to the
development of the so cal.led frsiJ-ent bubbleff " This high-
lights the importance even on very short dives of sl.ow
rates of ascent and short pauses to alJ-ow J-ocalised peaks
of this type to c.lear"

The total gas tension in the tissrre is an important
parameter ín the calculation of supersaturation" Hilt=14
developed equation (S) that relates the total gas tensÍon
in the tissue to ttre absolute pressure when tl.e inert gas
fraction in the breathing mix is known"

xP 46x + 92 ç P ti s sue
( xP -46x + í-32 (r)

where
x is the inert gas {raction
P ambient pressrlre ( absolute )

P-, _._.__^ total gas tension in tissrre"tl-ssue

T}.e limi.ts are imposed by the metabolic requirements
of the tissue" The minimrrm tissue tension occllrs when all.
the oxygen is utilised and pO, falls to zero, while the
maximum would correspond to conditions of minimum meta-
bolism of oxygen" The latter case gives tissue gas tensions
equal to those of venous blood" Examination of eqrration (:)
shows that the total gas tension in the tissue is kept to
a minimum by having the maximum amount of oxygen in the
breathing mix" However, ttrere are physiological- limits to
the tolerable partial. pressure of oxygen and these are
set by the leveJ- at which oxygen toxicity occurs.

The advantage of adjusting the partial pressure of
oxygen to maintain the maximum leveJ- of unsaturation can
be seen from the above analysis. Controlling the oxygen
partial pressure is quite feasible in chamber decompressions
and is rlsed with the oxygen tables in the therapeutic
treatment of decompression sickness"
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Pelregrir,¡37 has demonstrated the protection afforded
divers by breathing oxygen enrj-ched breathing mixtures"
He reported the successful surfacing of divers from a

depth of 8z feet with no decompression arter seven hours
breathing approximately 50 per cent oxygen. rn this case
the inert gas fraction is O"5 and substitution into
equation (¡) gives a tissue gas tensj-on of 6O feet
(absolute)" This would generate approximately 27 feet of
supersaturation orr retrrrning to the surface " The same

supersaturation would be generated on srrrfacing directry
from 37 feet after severr hours breathing aír (i"e, ZO

per cent Or) and Cro"k"r36 has shown that some men can
tolerate surfacing directly from a depth of 3Z feet
after exposures of up to 12 hours drrration without any
symptoms of decompression sickness.

In tkre model described above it is possible to
optimise any decompression profile to rimit the peak super-
saturation developed and minimise tkre time spent in decom-
pression" This would obviously Iead to a continuous
decompression wj-th a continuously varying rate of ascent
wlrere ttre maximum permissible driving force for tkre
eriminaition of gas was maintained" Such decompressions
would be feasibre where there is a high degree of contror
on the pressure r âs in caisson work and experimental or
medical pressure chambers, but worrld not be practicaJ- for
divers worki.ng under water" During practical dives, environ-
mental conditions must be considered. For example, when
working from a pitching or roJ-ting boat orr a rough dayu
it may be difficurt to maintain a 10 feet or even a 20 feet
stage and under conditions such as this the importance of
having a rarge margin of safety in practical decompression
tables becomes apparent.
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9"O SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL STUDY

The generar principres involved in the d.e.terminaLion
of supersatrrration from the spatiar distribrrtion of gas in
the tissue have been demonstrated on a simplified moder of
the body" These same principres wirr also appry to more
comprex moders such as the tissrre mod.er proposed by
KroghJ3 

"trd the more comprex heterogeïreorls moder put
forward by Hirt"38.

A digitar comp*ter program was developed. to generate
and examine the spatial distributions of gas occurring
during a dive or dive seqrrence" hlith this program, ,

the effects of varying parameters such as intercapirrary
spacing, circulation derays, diffusion coefficients of
different gases, and rrnsaturation levers encountered.
when breathing enriched oxygen mixtures, can atl be examíned.

Removar of the strictry physiorogicar sections srrch
as circulation deray and unsaturation reave ttre program
suitabre to analyse diffusion or treat conduction in any
homogeneous medium"

The importance of unsaturationr or the total gas
tension in tl-e tissue, in the development of supersatrrratiorr
during a decompression kras also been outlined. As unsatrn:-
ation is such arr important factor in deveroping decompres-
sion sctredures in the manner described above, the second
part of this study deals with the measurement of the total
gas tension of tissue in rat and man"
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PART 2

EXPER]MENTAL STUDY OF GAS TENSIONS

IN SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE



1O"O WAYS OF DETERMINING TISSUE GAS TENSIONS

The total gas tension of tissue carl be determined
either by measrrring the gas tension of each of the component
gases and srrmming or by direct measurement of the total
gas tension" Both of these approaches are reviewed berow"

10.1 DETERMINING GAS TENSION OF EACH COMPONENT GAS

J" ArgyJ-l Campbell, in a comprelrensive review
'tDarticLe'", gives a hj-storical survey and discussion of

several methods that trave been rrsed to investigate the
gas tensions of the component gases in tissue" The most
successful of these are

Quantitative Gas Analysis of Body Fluids

Anal-ysis of Gas from Gas Pockets,

70.L"t Quantitative Gas Ana]-r¡sis of Bodv F]-uids

Estimation of gas tensions are made from the
quantities of gas in solution in body ftuids" These
f.luids are usrrally iemoved from the body for anal,ysis
either by tonometric gas extracti on39 or by using
gas pumps " Previous workers have forrnd gas pumps

difficult to keep aír tight and because such small.
quantities of gas are involvedl even smal-J- J-eaks
wiII inval-idate ttre results" Frrrthermore, during the
time taken to manipulate and anal.yse tkrese fJ-uids the
gas tensions may change if actiwe reactions are stilI
occurring 

"

10" 1" 2 Analrrsis of Gas from Gas Pockets

A quantity of gas is injected into tissue and
allowed to equ"i-Iibrate" Samples of gas are then re-
moved and anal-ysed and the partial presslrres
gases in the pockpt give an indication of the
tensions in the ti ssrr.?!t 32, 4o, 4t, 42, 43,

-'--4b"

of the
g
4

AS
4, 45,
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This technique appears to have been more

sr-¡.ccessfrrl than analysing the gases extracted from
body flr.ids and i.s referred to as the reGas Depotr0

or tlGas Pocketll method"

TO.2.DETERMINING TOTAL GAS TENSION OF TISSUE

Two tectrniques are considered trere and both were

used in this study"

. Constant Pressure System

. Constant Volume System"

Both of these rely on ttre production of an artificial
gas pocket of fixed volrrme which is joined to a trans-
ducer by impermeable connections. In ttre constant pressure
system rate of gas absorption is measrtred, while in the
constant volrrme system presstlre is measured.

70.2.1 Constant Pressure SYstem

The constant pressure system uses a displace-
ment transducer to monitor ttre rate at which gas is
absorbed" This transducer is essentially a friction-
Iess piston stiding in a calibrated tube" (See

Figure B). If aL equilibrium the ambient pressLtre
within the system is higher than tkre total ,gas

tensi.on in the medirrm surrounding the membrane tkren

a driving force for the absorption of gas exists"
Under conditions of equilibrium the volumetric rate
of absorption of gas wiII be proportional to the
pressrrre gradient providing tl-e area of the gas

transfer surface remains constant" The pressure
required, to prevent gas exchange across the membrane

will be equal to the total gas tension in the
surrorrnding medium "

The advantage of this system becomes apparent
when strrdying the response of a tissue to a change

in the ambient conditions" Once equilibrium corr-

ditions trave been estabtished changes in the tissrre
gas tension wil.l- be reflected immediately by a change

in the rate of gas absorption and orrce a new equili:
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brium has been reactred the gas absorption
level "

rate of
constantwiII settle down at a riew

lO"2"2 Constant Volume System

A schematic representation of a constant volume
system is shown in Figu.re 9.

A pressure transducer is connected to the gas
pocket and as the gas within the system equilibrates
with the medium surrounding tkre membrane the trans-
ducer registers the totaJ- pressure developed"

Latego Iu47 and HiIIs and. Le Messuri"r4S have
both used this system" Lategola had a J.arge dead
space volume that required about two days to equiLi-
brate whi].e Hills and Le Messrrrierrs transducer
had a very much smal-J.er dead space but the diffusing
membrane was polyvinyl chloride tubing and passed ttre
gases relativeJ-y slowly" The pressure in this latter
transdrrcer took about t2 Ìrours to attain 95 per cent
of its asymptotic t.Ilt"48.

By monitoring the total gas tension within a gas
pocket rrsing either of these systems there is no need to
withdraw gas samples for analysis and the síze of Lhe gas
pocket can be kept to a minimrrm" This will cr:eate the
minimum tissue trauma and leawe t}.e tissue in a state
approximating its normal physj-oJ-ogical condit.ion"

As both these methods were used in this study to
determine the total gas tension in subcutaneous tissue
and they both involve the use of artificial gas pockets,
gas pockets in generaJ. are reviewed below"
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11"O REVIEI,IT OF GAS POCKETS

Abernetny4g quotes that as early as ITBI Astley Cooper
showed that the injection of air and oth,er gases rrnder the
skin and into the pleural- and abdominal cavities was harm:
less. He forrnd that the gas was absorbed and disappeared
completely with no inflamation resulting but more recently
it has been found that gas pockets do cause some very
slight reaction45. Injections of air, nitrogen and
sulfahexafluoride into ttre plerrral- cavity cause the lung
to coJ-lapse and creates an artificiaJ. pneumothorax. As

this was rrsed clinical-ly in the treatment of some trrber-
culosis cases much work has been done on the absorption of
gas from such gas pockets"

7I.T RELATION BET TEEN GAS POCKET PARTIAL PRESSURE AND
INTERCELLULAR GAS TÐNSIONS

If a gas depot is created in subcutaneotrs tissrre by
injecting a quantity of gaseous dry nitrogen a rrorr-
equilibrium condition wilJ- initialty be created with a

gradient for diffusion of oxygen, carbon dioxide and water
vapour into the pocket and a gradient for diffusion of
nitrogen out of the pocket" The total pressure within the
gas depot wiJ.l be slightly higher than ambient pressuïe
due to the distension of the tissue but if the tissue is
Ioose the pocket pressure cJ.osely approaches the environ-
mental pressure" Oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapoure
being the faster diffusing gases, rapidJ-y equilibnate with
the gas pocket so that the partial pressure of ttrese gases
within the gas depot are equal to their gas tensions in
the surrourrding tissue" Nitrogen, being tl.e only remaining
gas, mrrst supply the partial. pressure necessary to keep
the total pocket pressure eqrral to the ambient pressure"
However¡ âs described in Section l"2rt}:e total gas tension
in the tissue is less than the ambient presstlre by the
tissue unsatrrration" The partiaJ- pressure of nitrogen
in the .Eas pocket wíll- therefore be hiEher than j ts sås--- ù-- - -
tension in the surrorrnding tissrre and there wiII be a
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driving force for the absorption of nitrogen from the
pocket" As nitrogen is absorbed oxygen and carbon dioxide
partial pressures will increase which in turn creates
a driving force for their absorption" In this manner the
gas pocket is eventually totaJ-J-y absorbed. The same

mechanism is applicable if arr aír filléd gas pocket is
created in tissue except there wilJ- initial-J-y be aî eflux
of oxygen and arl infJ-ux of carbon dioxide and water vaporrr
until these gases equilibrate with the surrorrnding tissue,

This gas absorption mechanism is applicable to any
gas depot in tissue and is the mechanism postrrlated for
ttre re-absorption of phase separated gas foJ.lowing an
llrrnsaf ell decompression.

77.2 REACTION OF TISSUE TO A GAS POCKET

FolJ-owing the initial injection of gas into the
tissues there is a steriJ-e Ïryperaemic reaction that lasts
for several days" This is simiJ-ar to ttre rrforeign body
reactionrr and while it is difficu]-t to determine the exact
nature of the phenomenon it has been found to be indepen-
dent of the type of gas injected, its volume, temperature
and water rrapour cont.trt31" It appears as though the
molecular nature of the free Sâs s as opposed to gas in
solution, exerts some stimuJ-ating effect either directly
on the tissue or on tl.e capillaries"

During the hyperaemic reaction the partial- pressure
of oxygen in a gas pocket appro4ches that found in venous
blood ttren gradually drops to a fairly constant level"
During the quiescent period foJ-J-owing the hyperaemic stage
Sibree3l found ttoccasiona]. obserwations in rabbits and in
many human subjects give oxygen tension figures under
lOmmHg " 

rl

CampbeLL32 has noted that the tissrre around gas
pockets becomes thickened wittr a fibrous deposít and tras
demonstrated this thickening with histological sections

lr<of tissrre from gas pockets in ttre rabbit. Tobin'/ also
forrnd fibrous tkrickening in the walls of gas pockets
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in srrbcutaneons tissue of rats" Sibree forrnd that in
human subcutaneous gas pockets the skin and subcrrtaneous
tissrre thickening is more pronounced than in tkre rabbit"
rrTtrickening commences at ortce, but is usually only slight
during the first seven to ten days" Thereafter the
thickening increases rapidly until aL the end of forrrte'en
to twenty days the depot must be abandonedtt"3l This
thickening gradually disappears but the skin remains
slightty thickened and tough for many montLrs"

As the deposit of fibrous tissue builds upr a diministred
circulation in the region of the gas pocket could be

expected, leading to arr increase in diffusion distarì.ces
and Ìrence a delay in the response of a gas pocket to changes
in blood gas tension" However, such changes if they occur
do not seem to cause significant changes in ttre response
of gas pockets and Sibree forrnd gas pockets in man to be

remarkably sensitive" llChanges in respiration, for instance,
sometimes cause appreciable changes in gas tension in a

subcutaneous depot at ttre end of one minute.tt3l

The rapidity with which changes in the tissue tension
will be refJ-ected by the gas pocket is related to both the
surface area and volume of the pocket. hrith rabbits,
where large pockets are used (often 5Occ)e the volume is
large compared with tkre surface area while in manr gas

pockets usrrally form a thin locrrlated layer with a l arge
surface area" This leads to a rapid response by these
latter gas pockets to changes in tissue gas tensions"
Due to the different diffusion rates the delay in oxygen
response wilJ- be longer than that for carbon dioxide"

The evidence cited above indicates that the tissues
are not in a perfectly normal state when gas is present
and this abnormality is on.e of the strortcomings of the gas

depot method. However, the effect of this abnormality on

tLre normal tissrre gas tensions are not known"
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12.q MEASUREMENT OF TOTAL GAS TENSTON rN

SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE USING BOTH CONSTANT PRESSURE

AND CONSTANT VOLUMÐ SYSTEMS

Tl.e general principles of both the constant pressure
and the constant volrrme systems for measuring total gas

tensions in any medium were discussed in Section lO"2"
The equipment and techniqrres developed for making these
measurements in vivo in subcutaneous tissue are discussed
b e]-ow "

PreIj-minary investigations were carried orrt, using
rats as the experimental animals, to develop satisfactory
surgical techniques for implanting and securing the artifi-
cial gas pockets and to rlncover problems associated with
using the micro quantities of gas involved in these systems"

1-2.7 EQUIPMENT

t2.t.1 Artificial Gas Pocket

Tkre disadvantages normally encorrntered with gas

pockets in tkre srrbcrrtaneous tissrre and described
previorrsly were overcome in this study by creati,ng a

gas pocket within a rrorr-reactive membrane"

The gas tr.ansfer membrane rrsed to form the ,gas

pocket had to be 3 -

. Freely permeable to the gases found in subcutaneolts
tissue (i"e", OZ, CO2r Nrrr HrO).

" Biocompatible, non-irritating, and non-degradable
in a physiological in vivo environment "

" Sufficiently pliable to allow normal movement of
the tissue being studied"

" Capable of withstanding about -/OOmmHg pressure
internally wit?rout collapsing"

Three materials, P.V"C", Teflon, and Sificone Rubber,
known to be physiologically suitable, were tested for
their reJ-ative permeability to the gases mentioned
above and the resrrlts are given in Appendix 7"
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Silicone rubber was found to be the most permeable
and also the most pliable" It was readily available
as tubing with O"lmm I.D. and 1"OOmm O"D. e and in
these dimensions heJ-d vacr.lrlms down to 10-2mmHg without
collapsing" Suitable lengths of tubing were determined
experimentally where factors suc}- as síze of the
animal, volume of dead space in t,ransdrrcers, and

useful rate of movement of the water bead in the
displacement transducer were all taken into account"
This resulted in pockets about 3"5cm long in the rats
while 6cm lengths were rrsed in man" One end of this
tubing was sleeved for 5mm over a 25mm length of 20

galrge hypodermic needle while ttre other end was

sealed with a glass plug"

trtihen embedded in the tis srre this silicon-e
tubing formed a non-reactive membrarre r highty permeable
to gas but impermeable to body fluids, encJosing a

small cylindrical gas cavity of fixed dimensions"

As there was no reaction to the implanted
membrane tkre useful life of the gas pocket was not
limited by thickening of ttre surrounding tissue r Sas
transfer conditions at the start of any series of
tests lv'ere the same as those at the end and these
conditions were easily reproduced" Furthermore, the
tissue surrounding the implant was thought to closely
approximate normal conditions "

1,2"1"2 Dis lacement Transdrrcer (Constant Pressrrre
S stem

The displacement transdrrcer consisted of a

uniform bore, glass capillary tube (tZ"4cm tong;
O"64mm I.D") containing a bead of water about 1cm

in length" !ühen the capillary is properly cleaned
with fresh chromic acid and rinsed wittr distilled
water, a bead of water, which retains a concave
miniscns aL each end, will run freely along the
trrbe under a pressure head of less than 1mm HrO"

This can be demonstrated by placing a 1cm bead of
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r^rater rì.ear the centre of a c]-ean capillary then tilting
the tube through an angle of 5o " Ttre water will move

freely along the capillary and a simple trigonometríc
calculation gives the effectj-ve trydrostatic pressure
head acting on the water.

The result is a very sensitive displacement
transdrrcer wittr the water effectively forming arr air
tight plunger wkrich moves under differential pressures
of less than O.1mmHg"

72.1.3 Pressure Transducer (Constant Volume System)

The pressure transdrrcer was designed to be im:
planted under the skin of arl experimental animal the
síze of a cat or rabbit" This imposed several design
criteria wtrich influenced the design and construction
of the transdrrcer" These criteri-a are outlined in
Appendix 2" During the series of tests covered by
this study, however, the transducer was used only
externally and not implanted.

PIan, elevation, cross-section and materials
used in the corlstrlction of the pressure transducer
are shown in Figures 10 and t!" Tkre membrane and its
mounting ring were machined from the one piece of
metal and sandwiched between the upper and lower halves
of the casing to form two cavities" Ttre upper ckramber
.was vented to atmospheric pressure and the lower orre

connected via a 27 gauge needle to a blind length of
silicorì.e rubber tubing which acted as a semi-
permeable membrane. The tubing, being permeable to
gases and water vapour, allowed rapid equilíbration
of the dead space in the lower chamber with gases
in the srrrrorrnding medium"

The membrane separating ttre two chambers
deflected when there was a pressure differential
across it and this deffection was monitored using a

matched set of forrr semi-conductor strain gauges

arranged in a Wheatstone bridge" 'I.wo active gauges
were orl the membrane; one in compression and one in
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tension; and two drrmmy gauges on the inside waII of
the casing as shown in Fjgure 71-" DetaiJ-s of the mem-

brane design are given in Appendix 2" The upper
chamber was vented to ambient pressure ttrrough one of
the needles set into the ]-id" This vent needle acted
as the common node for tkre two dummy gauges while
enamelled copper wires, soldered to the active gauge
Ieads r passed rrp the centres of the remaining tkrree
needles and were soldered at the top" These four
needles ttren acted as eJ-ectrical pins with one at
eackr node of the bridge. Figure 72 shows the wiring
diagram of the pressure transducer"

The casing was screwed together allowing easy
access to the lower cavity for the purpose of cJ-eaning"
However, to completely dismantle the unit and separate
the membrane from the upper part of the casing, tkre

soldered tops of the needles worrld need to be cut off
to free the copper leads" This would al.low the membrane
to be removed without damaging the strain gauges or
their bonded fine leads. The interna]- cortstrr.ction of
the pressure transducer is sl.own in Figure !3"

72 "2 OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES

72.2"t Insertin.q Gas Pocket into Rats

The plugged end of the siJ-icone rl lober tubing
was glued to one end of a J-engttr of flexible 20 gauge
nichrome plated copper wire" This wire was rrsed as a

probe for inserting tkre tubing by bJ-unt dissection
into the srrbcutaneous tissue"

Ttre rats were anaesthetised with an intra-
peritoneal injection of Nembutal (O.tcc/ lOOg body
weight) and an incision made in the skin aL the ïrape
of the neck. The free end of tkre wire probe passed
subcutaneorrsly from this incision to a point proximal
to the root of the taiJ. where it emerged through a

second small crrt in ttre skin" On withdrawing the
wire through the lower opening the tubing was drawn
into tl.e srrbcutaneorrs tract made by tlre wire. The
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needle was left protmding through the skin at the
neck and the silicone trrbe severed between the end
of the wire and the glass bead" The exit hole in
the skin was closed witl- .one srrture and another was
inserted at the neck to anc}.or the needJ-e and prevent
displacement of the implant during animal activj-ty"

The rats were allowed one or two days to
recover from the effects of the anaesthetic and
operation before any measurements were rrndertaken"

By using blunt dissection alt the artificial
gas pockets were introduced with ttre minimrrm trauma
to ttre tissue being examined.

72.2.2 Insertins Gas Focket into Man

The auttror acted as the experimental sub,ject
and in three series of trial-s a piece of siticone
rubber tubing, exactly the same as that described
above, was implanted in the subcutaneorls tissrre on ttre
extensor surface of the J-eft forearm" The tubing r^arÍr

subcutaneously from a point approximately two inches
d'istal to the elbow to a point aborrt four inch.es
proximal to the wrist"

Exactly the same srrrgical technique of blunt
dissection was used to insert the gas pockets but
the operatiorrs were performed under a IocaI anaesthetic
and steri]-e conditionso The first and second impl.ants
Iasted two weeks each and the third four weeks.

The second implant was removed after two weeks
when X-rays revealed that fJ.uid was leaking into the
tube" Results obtained in this series were discorrnted
as the gas transfer area decreased markedly as the
tube filled. Chromatographic anal-ysis of the fluid
showed it to have a 2 per cent protein content
suggestj.ng an extracellular fluid contamination"
Examination of the imptant after removal revealed
longitudinal score marks on the needle and by testing
the system with both ends blocked and the tubing and.

needle immersed in a syringe of degassed water, it
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was found that water leaked into the tubing along the
score marks down the side of the needle" A closer
examination of several ottrer need]-es revealed similar
score marks and these were thought to be extmsi.on
scores. To prevent simiJ.ar leaks with the third
implant the silicone rrrbber was glued to tkre needle
using llAron alphafl glue.

12"2" 3 Restraining the Rats

FoJ-lowing the recover;jr period the exper:imenta.l,
animal- was placed in a cage specially designed to
restrict its movements. This cage had a flat floor
of steel rods that the animal could grip with its
claws. The ends were made of clear perspex with a

hole for t}.e ratr s taiJ. and q- hole for j-ts snorrt.
Eighth inch diameter steel rods spaced aboul" 7/+tt apart
formed the sides and top" The dimensions of the cage
could be adjusted to suit the size of the animal"
The needle was readiJ-y accessible between tkre bars,
and the capillary tube was conrì.ected to tkre needle
with a short piece of thick-walJ-ed gum rubber joined
to a short píece of rrmylarrr tubing" Ttrese joining
pieces were found to be essential.ly gas tight over
several hours of test.

By wrapping a piece of paper towelling arorrnd
the cage the animals were kept .w.arm" As ttre toweJ-ling
also crrt down ttreir fieJ-d of view they .were less
restless and tended to doze most of the day" If an

animal became too restl-ess it became difficult to
take accrrrate readings" Increased activity al,so
increased the metaboJ.ic rate giving sprrrious resrrlts
rrnder these conditions" hihen this occurred measure-
ments for that day were discontinued"

After completing a dayts measurements the
joining tubes and capillary .w.ere removed. If the
needle was capped to prevent gas from being absorbed
during the night ttre animals scratctred and chewed at
the capr usually disJ-odging the entire implant. As

a resrrlt the tube was not plugged overnight and air
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was continuously absorbed into t}.e srrbcutaneolls tissue"
However, there was no reason to believe that this
carrsed significant changes in the tissue surrounding
tl.e tubing even over a period of forrr to five weeks"
The gas absorption characteristics of a pocket remained
constant throughout any series of tests and a macro
examination of the tissrre srrrrorrnding these gas
pockets in rats revealed no tissrre reaction"

72.2.4 Constraining the Man

For the hrrman experiments the subject was in a

sitting position with the arm containing the implant
corrched in a half plaster cast. The transd,ucers were
attached in a simi]-ar manrì.er to that described above.

12. 3 EX?ERTMENTAL TECHNTQUES

12.3.t Const.ant Pressure Srrstem

Figure t4 is a schematic diagram of tkre constant
pressure system in use.

By connecting a capillary displacement trans-
ducer to ttre gas pocket and recording the movement of
ttre bead of water, a displacement-time curve was

obtained as the gas in the system is absorbed" From
this curve, and knowing ttre cross-sectional area of
the capillary, the volrrme of gas absorbed per rrnit
time was calcrrlated"

With the artificial gas pocket there was a
constant gas transfer area and al equiJ-ibrium the driving
force for gas absorption was constant" This resulted
in a constant rate of absorption of gas orrce equili-
brium conditions were reactred within tkre system" As

the rate of absorption of gas was a function of the
gas transfer area as weII as the driving force, the
volumetric absorption rate per unit J.ength of buried
tube was calculated and corrected to standard temper-
atrrre and pressure" Ttre volumetric absorption rate
(V.A.R. ) calculated in this manner was designate¿ ü
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t.

and. had units of ^ 
37nr¡"^ tubing" This aJ.J-owed the

direct comparison of aJ-l results regardless of the
Iength of tubing used"

Once the gases in the system had equilibrated
with the tissue gas tensions a differential- mercury
manometer was connected to the open end of the capill¿ry
tube and by reducing the pressure in the system (apply-
ing a back pressure to the bead of water) the driving
force for tl-e absorption of gas was reduced" For each
of t?rese negative pressures the V"A"R. can be deter-
mined" At equilibrium wl-en the total pressure wittrin
the gas pocket is equal to the total gas tension in
ttre surrounding tissue ttrere will be no driving force
for the absorption of gas and hence V.A,R. will be

zero. If the pressure in the pocket is less than the
tissue gas tension there wiJ-J- be an efflux of gas and
V.A"R" wilJ- be negative. The negatíve pressure reqrrired
to produce no net gas exchangee, or a V.A"R. of zerot,
was thus a measure of the tissue unsaturation.

ExperJ-mental resrrlts obtained in this manner
were corrected for the effect of thermal depression of
water vapour pressrlre within the transducer and ttre
corrected values gave the tissue rrnsatrrration at 37oC.
(See Appendix 3 for details of temperature corrections) "

The total gas tension in the tissue is simply the
ambient pressllre less ttre tissue unsaturation" This
techniqrre for measuring tissue gas tensions is
applicable to a gas pocket of fixed dimensions in arry

tissue.

t2.3"2 Constant Volume System

Figure !5 is a schematic diagram of the corr-
stant volume system in use"

As shown in Figrrre 9 the constant pressure
system can only respond slowly to a step change in
gas tension of the medium surrounding the gas pocket"
This slow response is due to tkre time taken for gas to
diffuse out of the transducer dead space and is a raLe
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limited process governed by the mass transfer co-
efficients of the gases involved" These coefficients,
depend upon tkre membrane permeability and diffusion
characteristics of the medium srrrrounding tl.e membrane.

Due to the thermal drift in the transducer and

recording equipment it was not possible to determine
exactly the system transient. Howeverr âs the trans-
ducer was coupled externally to both the rats and the
man the rrmylarrr tubing used to couple ttre transducer
to the gas pocket was severed after varying periods
of time" The resultant step change in output gave a
direct measure of the negative pressure that had

developed in the transducer whiJ-e it was cori.nected"

l{'hen in use in the human testso the transdrrcer
was separated from the skin of the forearm by a gavze

pad¡ covered lightly with another piece of gauze and

then taped to ttre forearm to prewent movement and to
take atl the strain off the sutures holding the implanted
tubing in place. To cl.eck orr the transdrrcer temperatrrre
under these conditions a thermocouple was embedded into
ttre lower ctramber of the transdrrcer" ltlith the room

temperature at zOoC ttre dead space in the transd.ucer
was found to reach z6oC. Room temperature changes
did cause fluctuations in the transducer temperature
but these fJ-uctuations were damped by the transdrrcerts
thermal inertia and the light gauze bandage "
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t3"O RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

AII the results obtained for both the rats and man

using both the constant pressure and the constant volume
systems are tabulated in Appendix 4.

73.7 RATS

Equipment and techniques rrsed in this study were
developed using rats as the experimental animals and the
tissue unsaturation was examined for the following corr:
ditions:-

" Atmosp}-eric pressrlre breathing air

. Redrrced pressure breathing air

. Atmospheric pressure breathing oxygen enriched air.

73.7.7 Atmospheric Pressure Breatl.ing Air

The ti s srre

both the constant
unsatrrration was determined using
pressure and the constant volume

systems.

Constant Pressure System

Eighteen rats w'ere studied, twelve females and
six males" Preliminary investigations showed a greater
variability in the val-ues of V"A"R" obtained for
female rats" Tkrese values also showed a cyclic
variation over five-day periods and these cyclic
ckranges were thought to be related to metabolic
cl.anges during the oestrorrs cycle" A detailed study
w'as ttrerefore carried out orr five of the male animals"

A sample displacement vs. time cÌrrve skrowing

ttre movement of the water miniscrts is strown in Figrrre
16 while the cumrrlative V"A.Ro rêsults obtained from
the detai. led study of ttre five male rats are shown

in Figure 77 "

As the V"A.R" appeared to decrease linearly
with decreasing pressure in the system, a line of best
fit, using the least square regression methodr 'was
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FIGURE t6 : SAMPLE DISPLACEMENT TIME CURVES FOR CONSTA,NT

PRESSURE SYSTEM SHOÌürNG UOW ü760 VARTDS tìIrrH
ALVEOLAR pOZ.

RATS

(a) Breathing air at atmospheric presFure

(u) Breattring air aL reduced pressure
pOZ decreased

vZ6O decreased

Breathing oxygen enriched air
pOZ increased

í 
Zøo 

increased''

(c)
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FIGURE T7 (a) RATS

CUMULATIVE V.A.R. VALUES FOR RA,TS SHOIfING THE DECREASE

t* ur6o As THE PRESSURE rN THE SYSTEM rS REDUCED"

ANIMALS BREATHING AIR .A,T ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.

(u) MAN

CUMULATIVE V.A.R. VALUES FOR MAN SHOIfING THD DECRE.ASE

'* 
ü,6o AS THE PRESSURE IN THE SYSTEM IS REDUCED"

ANIMALS BREATHING AIR AT .A,TMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.

N.B, Negative Pressures are not corrected for water vapour
depression.
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fitted to the data and is also plotted in Figure 1,2"

This gave a reading of -BlmmHg which corresponded to
an unsaturation of 6/mmHg wtren the temperatrrre
correction for the partiaJ- pressure of water vapour
was applied. An exp1-anation of the temperatrrre
correction is given in Appendix 3.

Constant Volume Svstem

The results obtained using this system are
strown graphically in Figure 18"

From the graph it can be seen that the tran-
sient period, whiJ-e the gas pocket and transducer
dead space are equiJ-ibrating with the surrounding
tissue, Iasts approximately one and a half hours"
Ttre mean pressure developed at equilibruim is -/lmmHg
and when temperature corrections are applied this
results in a tissue unsaturation of 6/mmHg"

t3.t.2 Reduced Pressure Breathin.e Air

Detailed j-nvestigations were not carried out
for this condition but preliminary results using
the constant pressure system showed that tkrere was
a marked drop in V"A.R" when ttre ambient pressure
was redrrced. Figure t6 strows ttre resrrlts of oïle srrch
test " This condition i s equivalent to redrrcing ttre
partial pressure of oxygen in the breathing mlx.

73.7.3 Atmospheric Pressure Breatkrin.e Oxv en Enrickred
Air

Once again only preJ.iminary investigations using
the constant pressure system were carried out under
ttrese conditions" Figure t6 shows the way in whictr
V.A.R. increased when ttre animal was breathing 4l
per cent 02"

73.2 MAN

The subcrrtaneous tissue unsaturation was examined, in
one man for conditions simirar to ttrose investigated in
the rat.
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Three series of tests were carried out, tkre first and
third series w.ere srlccessful while the results from the
second series were inva]-id becarrse fluid leaked into t}.e
silicone tubing.

73.2.7 Atmospheric Pressure Breathing Air

As with the rat a thorough examination of the
tissue unsaturation was carried out using both the
constant pressure and the constant volume system"

Constant Pressure Svstem

A sample displacement vs" time curve showing
the movement of the bead of water in ttre displacement
transducer is shown in Figure t9, while Figure t7
shows the cumulative V"A.R. readings obtained from
the successfrrl trials.

The least squares regression J-ine of best fit
to this data gave a negative pressure of lllmmHg
at equilibrium" This corresponded to a tissrre
unsatrrration of 97mmHg when water vapour is corrected
for temperature.

Constant Volrrme System

Figrrre 18 shows the results obtained using this
system "

In tkrese experiments the transient period for
the pressure transducer was approximately t}-ree quarters
of an hour and a meari asymptotic pressure of -tlOmmHg
was developed" This corresponded to a tissue unsatrrr-
ation of t2mmHg when temperatrrre corrections for water
vapour were applied"

13.2" 2 Reduced Pressure Breathin.q Air

Ttrree series of experiments were carried out at
reduced pressures wit?r the subject being decompressed
to attitudes of 4,OOO, 6,OOO and 10,OOO feet"

The constant pressure system was used and
Figure 79 shows a displacement vs. time curve obtained
on one of the IO'OOO feet rurrso
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FIGURE t9 SAMPLE DISPLACEMENT TIME CURVES FOR CONSTANT

PRESSURE SYSTEM.

MAN

(a) Breathing air at atmospheric pressure

(¡) Breattring air
Poz

at reduced pressure
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decreasedv 
zGo
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Volumetric absorption rates were noted at equili=
brium for each altitude and V.A.R" values .were also
determined for several back pressrrres. These resrrlts
did show that V.A"R. decreased significantly as the
ambient pressure was reduced (Figure 2C). Furthermore,
as shown by the V"A"R" readings at 1O,OOO feet (Figure
2t) the tissue unsatrrration decreased as ttre altitude
increased" However, insufficient data was obtained
to determine accrrrately the unsaturations developed
at these redrrced environmental pressures"

AII results obtained are tabulated in Appendix
4.

73.2.3 Atmospheric Pressure Breathing Oxygen Enriched
Air

Three exploratory tests under ttrese conditions
were rnade using the constant pressure system.

In the first the transducer was attached and

one and a half hours allowed for equilibration" A

mixture of 6O per cent oxygen, 40 per cent nitrogen
was then breathed for two hours and 40 minutes from
a face mask and for a further one and a half hours
through a mouth piece supplied by a scuba demand

valve. This was a total of four hours and 10 minutes
on 6O per cent oxygen¡ ând resrrlted. in the development
of 262mmHg rrnsatrrration ( corrected value ) "

T}-e second test entailed an equilibration period
of three trours 20 minutes with the subject breathing
air and tl.en one trour 40 minutes on 1OO per cent
oxygen from a face mask and a further on-e and a half
hours on 1OO per cent oxygen from a mouttrpiece"
This was a total of tLrree hours 10 minutes and the
unsaturation d.eveloped was llOmmHg (corrected value).

The third test entailed breathing 1OO per cent
oxygen for nine hours. This was supplied by placing
a large plastic bag over the subjectts torso and

flushing 1OO per cent oxygen through at a flow rate
of 10 litres per minute. On disconnecting the trans-
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drrcer, the recorder exceeded the full scale deflection
at that particular amplification and it is only
possible to say that an unsatrrration of more than

!6OmmHg had been developed. over the nine horrr period,
The tube became dislodged from the arm following this
test and thus terminated this final series of tests"

The results of a]-l
are summarised in Table

these tests orr both rats and man

2"

TABLE 2 . SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENTS OF GAS TENSIONS
IN SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE MADE ON 1B RODENTS AND 1 HUMAN

SUBJECT

Unsaturation Developed in
Subcutarreous Ti s sue Test Conditions

Constant
Pre s sure

System

Constant
Pre s sure

System

Rat
Man

6/mmHg

95mmHg

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BREATHING AIR

I /mmHg

!2mmHg

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BREATHING OXYGEN
ENRTCHED AIR

Rat
Man

Man

Man

v 
7Go

4t%

6o%

70o%

too%

2krrs 
"

4krrs "

lhrs.
thrs "

mins "

mins "

mins "

262mm}Jg

I l0mmHg

> !6OmmHg

o

o

o

o

2

2

2

2

for
for
for
for

4o

10

10

REDUCED PRESSURE BREATHING AIR
Rat V

760 +

Man V
760+

Man vz6o+

V

15 , OOO ft" Altitude
( 4zgmmHs)

4, OOO ft, Altitude
( 656mmHe)

6,ooo ft" Artitude
( 6ogmmHg)

10,OOO ft" Altitude
( 5z3mmHs)

Man
760+
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The approach toward development of decompression
schedules outlined in this study is based on a simplífied
modef of gas transfer in the body where diffusion is assumed
to be the mechanism for transferring gas between the
capillaries and tl.e tissue" By rrsing numerical. methods to
determine gas tension distributions in the tissue modeJ-

and employing digitaJ- computing tectrniques, the effects
of circulation time, tissue unsatrrration and intercapillary
distance were readily simulated for even the most compli-
cated dive profiJ-es. The programme developed was used in
two ways : -

to analyse a given dive
spatial distribution of
ti s sue

profiJ-e in terms of the
total gas tension in the

to generate decompression profiles based on pre-
determined criteria of safety (ví2. limited peak
supersaturations) .

Two examples of dive analyses arrd one example of krow

a limited supersaturation profile can be generated are.
shoïrn in Figure 7" These computations highlighted the
rrecessity for careful structrrring of the depth and
drrration of stages and ttre significance of short deep
stages and slow rates of ascent in preventing the develop-
ment of supersaturation was also demonstrated" The whole
approach is aimed at preventing the occurrence of conditions
liable to cause phase separatj-on of gas" As supersatrrration
of the system is a rì.ecessary prerequisite for phase separ-
ation then by preventing supersaturation at any point in
the tissrre t?rroughout arl entire decompression a perfectly
safe decompression can be generated.

This teckrnique can be readily extended to generate
profiles wt¡ere rro supergaturation is created or even where
a level of unsaturation is maintained. It can also be

used to examine tl.e effect, on gas concentration distri-
bution and deveJ.opment of srrpersaturation, of increasing
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the oxygen content of ttre breatl.ing mixture ; frrrtkrermore t

other parameters srrctr as quàntity of .gas or energy density
of the gas can be determined as functions of ttre gas con-
centration di stribution.

Throughout this analysis ttre total gas tension in tLre

tissue is the important factor to be followed becarrse at
equilibrium it is lower tlran ttre ambient pressure" This
gas tension discrepancy arises througtr the flmechanism of
unsaturationfl and means that the ambient pressure can be
Iowered until it is equal to the total gas tension of the
tissue without creating supersaturated conditions "

AtI the calcrrlations and examples given in this strrdy
assrrme that ptrase separation of gas has not been initiated"
If phase separation did occur the model used would not
predict the correct concentration distribution arorrnd the
phase separated region.

In developing the model of the overall gas transfer
system in the body, the importance of knowing accurately
the total gas tension in the tissrre became apparent" The

second part of this study was therefore concerned with
tlre measurement of this parameter in rat and man"

Tissue tensions measured with both the constant
pressure and constant volrrme techniques w-ere in close
agreement" In man t}-e mean values of tissue rrnsatrrration
(ambient pressure minus total gas tension in tissue), 95

and !2 mmHg using the constant pressure and constant
volume techniques respectiveJ-y, were about 4ommHg greater
than the accepted venous blood unsaturation. As all the
gases involved were found to pass freely ttrrough the
silicone rubber tubing the only explanation that can be

offered is that the oxygen tension in the tissrre is indeed
very low, even lower than previous workers ?rave "ho*rr3!t32.
From Table tt if the tissue oxygen tension is zero and all
other values remain constant, the total gas tension becomes

656mmHg. Therefore, unsaturation becomes 76O 656 =

!4mmHg whictr is close to the measured values.
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The tissrre unsaturations obtained for the rats with
the constant pressure and constant volume systems were

57mmHg and 6/mmHg respectively. These valrres are approxim-
ately lOmntHg less tl-an the values obtained for man"

Hitls and Le Me==rr"i"r4B, rrsing a constant volume
systemr fr€asured 79mmHg in the subcutaneous tissue of a

rabbit. These figures for man, rat and rabbit indicate
that there is a species difference in tissue rrnsatrrration"

If the blood gas tensions in rat and rabþit are
similar to those found in man, ttren the oxygen tensions
in subcutaneous tissrre of both ttrese animals is closer
to the venous blood oxygen tension than is ttre tissue
oxygen tensíon in man. As all measurements on the rats
were taken during ttre day and these animals are normally
noçturnal they dozed most of ttre time. This would have

resulted in lower metabolic reqrrirements than when they
were active and may account for the low unsaturation"

From time to time some of tl-e animals became restless
during the corlrse of a dayts readings and when this
occurred it was difficult to continue the readings using
the constant pressure system. However, it was noticed
that this increased leveJ- of activity increased the
volumetric absorption rate (V"n.R" ), although it usuall,y
led to the termination of the test. As a result it was

not possible to accrrrately correlate V.A.R" with animal
activity Ievel. The subcutaneous tissue gas tensions measured

in man strowed less variation tl.an those in rats" This
could have been due to better control of the level of
activity of the human subject.

Attempts were made to obtain micro quantities of
equilibrated gas from the artificial gas pockets for
analysis by gas chromatographic methods. Ttrese attempts
were rrrì.snccessfrrl due to poisoning of the chromatograph
columns with volatile components from the sealant used
in tl.e sampling syringes. As a result it is not possible
to state the gas tensions of the individual gases in the
tissue. However, it is the TOTAL gas tension in tissue
that is the important factor in determining supersaturation
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and hence the likelil-ood of phase separation of gas in
tissue.

TI-e constant pressure system proved to be a very
sensitive method of determining tissue gas tensions and
'was employed in the tests done at redrrced presstlre. The

initial tests at 10,OOO feet altitude showed that there
'w-as still a significant unsaturation at this altitude andt

as predicted from equation (5), the unsaturation decreased
as'pO, was reduced. This is demonstrated by the V.A.R.
results shown in Figure 20 but there are insufficient
points to determine accrrrately the new unsaturation"
Figure 21 shows that there is a definite relation betweep
ambient V.A.R. values and the alveolar pO Z.

All the tests at reduced pressure were conducted with-
out the use of oxygen and each was of about six hours
duration. ltlhile this period of time was probably in-
sufficient for complete equilibration of aII ttre body
tissues with the new pressure, the constant rate of
absorption of gas at equilibrium indicated that the sub-
cutaneous tissue being examined had equilibrated with the
new conditions.

The unsaturation developed in tl.e srrbcutaneous tissue
of man at sea level pressure when breathing 1OO per cent
oxygen for nine trorrrs was found to be in excess of !6OmmHg"

This is atrç.l^oaching the range 6Z8 to 668mmHg predicted
by equation (5), an¿ 6o0 mmHg predicted by Ratrn4o"

Frrrttrermore, HilIs and Le Messuri.t4B measured 6z8 mmHg

of unsaturation in the srrbcrrtaneous tissue of a rabbit
after 24 Lrours oïr 1OO per cent oxygen.

Ttre importance of maintaining the maximum urlsaturation
(or minimum tissue gas tension) tras been emphasised ttrrougtr-
out this study and the rrd.enitrogenationrr or lfwashing outrl
process undertaken by air crews and astronarrts where they
breathe 1OO per cent oxygen for several ?rours prior to
take off is in fact decreasing the total gas tension in
their tissue. This greatly increases the drop in ambient
pressure that can þe tolerated by these personnel before
their tissues become supersatrrrated and phase separation
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of gas can occtlr. Breathing oxygen t?rerefore offers in-
creased protection against dewelopment of decompression
sickness. hlhere practical, oxygen breathing between dives
of a repetitiwe nature should be encouraged. to heJ-p lower
the residual gas tensions from previorrs dives and thus
afford increased protection on subsequent diwes" If
the tectrnical expertise, necessary to supply a diver with
a continuously variable gas mixture, .w.as combined with a

thorougkr knowledge of the toxic limits of oxygen partial
pressrrres, it should be possible to continuously generate
a breathing mixture that would keep the tissue gas
tensions f,6rr:ia minimum and thus afford maximum protection
against dewelopment of decompression sickness due to the
phase separation of gas.
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GENERAL SUMMARY

This study hightights tl.e importance of considering
both the spatial distribution of gas in tissue and the
tissue unsaturation when developing decompression schedules
based on a diffusion model.

Part I of this study deals with the theoretical
analysis of a simplified model of the gas transfer system
in the body to determine gas concentration distributions
and peak supersaturations in tissue during decompression.

Part II deals with the experimental determination of
total gas tensions in t?re subcutaneous tissue of rat and
man. The effectsr oû tissue gas tension, of changes in
the enwironmental- pressure and pO, in the breathing mixture
were also examined.

The unsaturation'in subcutaneous tissue in a sedentary
man, breathing air, was found to be 95mmHg and t2mmHg
measured with a constant pressure and constant volume
tectrnique respectivety white 67mmHg and. 57mmHg were
measured in rat suþcutaneous tissue for the same conditions,
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APPENDIX NO. T

RELATIVE DIFFUSION RATES OF O 2' co2' N2-
AND H O THROUGH SILICONE RUBBER TUB G

Initially the relative permeability of air througkr
P.V.C., teflon and sil-icone ru.bber tubing was investigated,
then wíth tl.e silicone tubing proving the most permeable
and having the best biocompatibility properties the reJ-a-
tive permeability of this tubing to each of the gases
forrnd in ttre physiological- environment (O2, COrr N2, and

"ro) 
was investigated.

TECHNIQUE

A lOcc syringe was filted with degassed water and
cooled to zOoC. The degassed. water was obtained by
drawing the water araaerobically from the bottom of a 2JOcc

conical flask in which water was boiled vigorously for
several minutes prior to taking sample and kept boiting
while the sample was extracted. A 3cm length of t}-e
tubing being studied was ttren introduced through the tip
of the syringe with the inserted end sealed and the otkrer
end attached via a 20 gauge needle to a displacement
transducer (as described in section tZ ). hlith the
tubing and transdrrcer fiIIed with the gas being examined
at atmospheric pressure and the tubing srrrrounded by
water with a very low gas tension tkrere w'as a driving
force for the absorption of gas of about /6OmmHg" The

water was kept wel-l mixed throughout each test by using
a magnetic stirrer. This test system is strown schematical-J-y
in Figure 22.

During each test about ZOmm3 of gas is absorbed from
the capillary tube into the JOccrs of water. ltlith N2r ttre
Ieast solubJ-e of the gases examined, this leads to a rise
of about 2.lmmHg in ttre gas tension of the water if ttrere
is perfect mixing. AJ-lowing for incompJ-ete stirrirlg of
thç water, there may be a rise of say lmmHg in the gas
tension of the water near the tubing. This worrld resrrlt
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in less than 1 per cent drop in the driving force for the
absorption of gas. Furthermore, it is doubtful that a

significant boundary Iayer containing high gas corrcerr-
trations would develpp around the tube as continuous
buffeting by the stirrer would break it up. The error
introduced by assuming the driving force for the absorption
of gas to be equal to the barometric pressure, was there-
fore less than 1 per cent.

By plotting the movemdnt of the bead of water in the
transducer over a suitable period of time the volrrmetric
rate of absorption of gas for the tube was determined in
terms of the volume of gas absorbed ( ^ 

3/nour/cm tubing)
at 2OoC and with a driving force for the absorption of gas

of /60 mmHg. This was satisfactory for OZ, N2, COZ and

air but for water vapour a different techníque was used.

A length of tubing was filled with water, the ends

blocked off and then tl-e tube was placed into a dessicator
over calcuim chloride. The tubing was weighed at regular
interwals and by converting the weigtrt J-oss per hour into
arL eqrrivalent volume of water vapour at S.T"P. a volu-
metric absorption rate for water was calculated. WhiIe
the different conditions for gas transfer of water vapour
precluded the direct comparison of V"A.R" values for
water vapour with the valrres obtained for the other gases,
the test was satisfactory for strowing that water vapour
worrld pass freely through the tubing.

RESULTS

The results obtained strowing the relative permeability
of P.V.C., teflon and silicone rubber tubing to air are
given below in Table 7. From this it can be seen that ttre
silicone is about BO times more permeable ttran P"V.C,

Results of the more detailed analysis of the perme-
ability of siJ-icorre tubing to CO2t OZ, NZ and HrO are
shown in Table 2 which indicates that these gases will
al-l pass freely through this tubing.
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Tests in vivo and tests with a length of tube blocked
at each end and immersed' in a container of degassed water
showed that neitl.er body fluids nor Iiquid water would
pass througtr the tubing.

CONCLUSTONS

These tests showed that of the materials examined
the silicone rubber tubing was the most suitable. It was

imperwious to water and other body fluids, freely perme-
able to OZ, N2, CO, and water vapour, and fl.orì.-reactive in
a physiological environment.

T.A,BLE I

RELATIVE PERMEABILITY OF AIR THROUGH P.V"C.
TEFLON and SILICONE RUBBER TUBING

Tubing Volumetric Absorption Rate
t'reo (^ 3 /n'/ c^)

PoJ-yvinyJ- ChJ-oride
(p.v.c. )

Teflon
(p.r.F.D. )

Silicone
Rubber

o.3

1,.2

MEAN 24 "B s.D. 3.5

r-al-



TABLE 2

PERMEAB L co o N AND WATER VAPOUR

T1IROUGH SILICONE RUBBER TUBING

Volúmetric Absorption Rate
(^ 3/n /c )

co
2

Noz
2 ,,Q

44s

441

4zl

44t

6z.z

53 .5

4g.g

52. L

zB,z

26. t
25.2

L3L

175

t69

Ave 4¡o Ave 54.5 Ave 26.3 Ave L59

iv



A,PPENDIX NO " 2

DESIGN OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FOR CONSTANT VOLUME SYSTÐM

DESIGN CRITERIA

TLre pressure transducer was designed to be implanted
under the skin of an experimental animal and this reqrrirement
imposed the following set of design criteria.

Materials

Materials used must be corrosion resistant and

compatible with ttre physiological environment as minimum

tissue reaction to a foreign body is necessary when

trying to make in vivo measurements in physiologically
normal tlssue.

Síze

The transducer was to be small enough to be im-
planted under the skin of an animal the si-ze of a rabbit
or cat, and to be capable of being rrsed externally on

man and smaller animals srrch as rats"

Inconvenience to Animal

T?re inconvenience and irritation to the animal
.were to be kept to a minimrrm. This meant harnesses and

permanently attactred leads that worrld rrecessitate re-
straining the animal for J-ong periods were to be avoided'

Pressure Ran.Ee and Sensitivitrr

Ttre transducer was to be capable of monitoring
gas tensions of the tissue ranging from 6O to /60 mmHg

Abs. aird with a sensitivity of about J 1 mmHg.

Response Rate

To achieve rapid equilibration
transducer dead space .and the tissuet
volume was to be kept to a minimum.

between gas in the
the dead space

v



To satisfy these criteria IB/B Mo stainless steeJ- was
chosen for the casing and membrane. This particurar steel
has good corrosion resistant properties and promotes minimal-
tissue reaction in experimental animars. A disc shape with
an overarl o"D. of approximatety 1 inch had been used success-
fulJ-y ty HiIfs4B and similar dimensions and shape w-ere
consídered to be satisfactory for the present purposes" To
obtain a linear response over a pressure range of O to -7OO
mmHg a stiff membrane was designed so that membrane stresses
were well within the elastic timits of the material and mem-
brane deflection and hence displacement volume were smarr"
High sensitivity with low strains was actrieved by bonding
semi-conductor resistance strain guages with a gauge factor
of K=11O to the membrane. Finally, by suturing the trans-
ducer under the skin at tl.e back of the neck and l.aving
removable electricat leads the animal need only be restrained
in a sitting or standing postrrre wtrire readings are actually
being taken.

MEMBRANE DESIGN

Tkre pressure transducer membrane was mad.e of stainless
steer with t}-e membrarre and its morrnting ring being machined.
from the orre piece of metar" This is the most successfur
mettrod of prodrrcing a thin membrane that is built-in around
the rim.

Membrane dimensions were cl.osen to satisfy the size
reqrrirements of the transducerl and have a maximrrm defrection
of o.ooo5rr rrnder a pressure dj-fferentiar of one atmosphere.
Two semiconductor strain gauges were bonded to ttre membrane,
one in compression and one in tensionr and formed two arms
of a h¡heatstone bridge. Ttre otl.er two ar-'ms were formed with
dummy g,auges bonded to the inside of the transducer casing.

The membrane was considered to be a disc
rim and subjected to a uniformJ-y distributed
these conditions a stress anaJ-ysis giwes ;-

clamped at the
Ioad arr¿ utrAer
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radirrs of disc
thickness of disc
maximum deflection
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Poissorrr s ratio
Yorrngrs modulus of
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a
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p

E
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elastity

Now for this membrane,

o. 15tt

O. OO5tt

74.7 psia.
28 x 706 psia.
o.278

SoJ-ving ( f) for b we find that ttre maximum deflection under
a pressure differential of one atmosphere is =' O.35 x 10-3'
This is less than the maximum permissible deflection" Solving
(Z) for S, the stress at the centre of the discr wê find that
under these conditions 3

Ed 2 b 2
.".. (3)

1-G d

but S eE where e = strain at centre,

Therefore

S )(
2

a

2
f-

1-G

above we

2OO x 10

more than

b2

-\ol
d"

Using the figrrres from
centre is approximately
was sufficient to give
at maximum sensitivity.

find that the strain at the
_(," i4çþes/inch. This strain

lOOmf ctrange in bridge voJ-tage
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APPENDIX NO. 3

TEMPERATURE CORRECTIONS FOR MEASURED VALUES

OF TISSUE GAS TENSIONS

INTRODUCTION

The measurements of unsatrrration described above were

carried out at temperatures less than 37oÇ and so the
partial pressure of water vapour in tl-ese measurements w.as

not 4/mmHg but something less. The vapour pressure de-
pression was calculated from ttre mean temperature of the
gas cavity and dead space and by subtracting this depression
from tl.e measured unsaturation the effective unsatrrration at
3/oC was obtained.

the mettrod of determinirrg the vapour pressure in the
constant pressure system for man is described below, and

as the calculations for the constant volume system and

for the rat experiments are similar to this the corrected
values of unsatrrration are only quoted for these other
case s .

DETERMINATION OF hTATER VAPOUR PRESSURE IüITH ÇONSTANI.
PRESSURE S Y ST EM

hlhen the system, described in section 7o-.2",1; was' in
equilibrirrm, with no net fJ-ux of gas across the membrane?

the water bead of tl-e displacement transducer was usually
about half way along the capillary. This resulted in a

capillary dead space volume of about 2Omm3. The volume

of the silicone rubber tube and connector was measured

and found to be 2}mm3 also. Gas within the silicorre tube
and connector was assumed to be at the temperature of the
subcutaneous tissue while the capillary, whicÏr was not in
contact with the skin:w'as assumed to be aL room temperature.
The mean temperature was then expressed as z-

Tmean VsTs + VcTc
VtotaI

where Tmean is ttre mean temperatrrre

vaaa



Ts
Tc
Vs

Vc

VtotaI

and substitution

Tmean =

is the temperatrrre of the srrbcutaneous tissue
is the temperature of the capitlary
is the volume of gas al the temperatrrre of
srrbcutarì.eous tissue
is t}.e volume of gas at the temperatrrre of
the capiJ-J-ary
is the total volrrme of the system"

The only parameter on the R.H.s. of equation(6) ttrat was
not measured was the temperature of the subcutaneous tissrre
in man. The subcutaneous temperature w-as measured. in the
rat using a thermocoupre probe and it was found to be about
36oC. For man, however, there are many references to
measurements of temperatures of skin and other tissues.
Hardy and Du Bois 52 foutrd that with room temperatures of
22-25oC the mean skin temperature oïr exposed regions was

3O-) 1oC. Abramson quotes Mayerson and Tooth53 wfro found
that rrTl-ere is usuarly a gradient from skin to subcutaneous
tissue with the temperatrrre of the deeper structures being
O.2 to O"7oC higher than that at the surface.tf In tl.e
region of the forearm used in this study they found skin
temperatures of about 3ooc rrnder conditions where the rimb
was exposed, the subject sedentary and comfortable and
the room temperature was ZZ?C. Bazett 54 fras also found
that in the timbs rrtemperatrrres of the muscles of the
forearm at rest rarely exceeded that of the srrrface by
more ttran 20 to 3octt.

On the basis of this evidence the temperatrrre of the
srrbcutaneorls ti s srre was taken to be 3ZoC "

hl-e now have Vs = ZOmm3

Vc = 2omm3

Ts = 3zoc
Tc = zzoc

VtotaI= 4O*.3

into ((1i,) gives -

33 + 22
2

270C

Bo. 60¡'

l_x



From

ation 5 1

psia.

the thermodynamic properties of water
the vapour pressure of water at, BO.6op

at
is

satur-
o"5t7

pHzo O.5t7 r. /60 mmHg
r4.z rL

26. BmmHg20
pH

This gives a vapour pressure depression
2OmmHg and tl.e unsaturation at 37oC becomes
value less the vapour pressure depression.

For this case we have unsaturation at

775-20 = 95mmHg

of
the

approximately
measured

j7oc is z-

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The vapour presstlre depressions for both t}-e constant
pressure and constant volrrme systems used on both the rat
and man were calculated in a manner similar to that described
above. These resrrlts are given in Table 1 below wkrile the
corrected values of unsatrrration are given in TabIe 2"

TABLE T

VAPOUR PRESSURE DEPRESSION (mmH.q)

Constant Presslrre
System

Constant Volume
System

Rat
Man

t4
20

1.6

1B

TABLE 2

UNSATURATION CORRECTED TO 37oC (mmH.e)

Constant Pressure
System

Constant Volrrme
System

Rat
Man

6Z

95

x

57

92



APPENDIX NO. 4

RESULTS
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TABLE T

VOLUMETRIC RATE OF ABSORPTION OF GAS INTO
SUBCUTANE OUS TISSUE OF RAT

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BREATHING AIR

CONST PRE SYSTEM
(or DUCER

Rat No.
& Sex Date

Pre s sure
Relative to
Environment

( mmHs )

Volumetric
Absorption Rate
'e
u Z6o 

(mm'/nt/ cm)

MALE

2
FEMAI-E

3
FEMALE

4
FEMALE

5
FEMALE

4.7o
4.zo
4.zo

29 .4.?o
30 .4.7o
4.s.7o
5.5.70

4.5.2o
5 .5 .70
6.5.2o

.7o

.7O

.7o

.7o

.7o

.7o

27.
zB.
29.

t o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o. Bo5
o.92
o. B3

o. 845
L.23
r. 48
1. oB

.78

.965

.1

,!
,77
.965
.o1
.965
.oB

o,92
o.965
o.92
o. gg
o .97
o .70

7.5.70
B.s.7o

t7.5,70

t.38
7. 47
1. OB

o. 78
o. B5
1,"26
1, oo1-2.5 .70

.7o

.7o

.7o
,70
.7o
-70
.7O
.7o
.7o
.7o

B.r
77.5
72"5
74.5
75.5
18. 5
19"5
2t,5
22.5
25 .5
26 .5
27 .5
zB.5
29 .5

7.6
7.6

o
o
t
o
L
o
o
1,

o
t

,BZ>

xl_ l-



Rat No.
& Sex Date

Pre s sure
Re]-ative to
Environment

( mmHg )

Volumetric
Absorption Rate
i 

z eo (m^3 /nr/ "^)

o.775
7. 07
L. t3
t.25
7. 37
1.25
o.835
L.07
7"73
7.73
o .955
1. 10
7.25
7. 73
L.34

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

5 .70
5 .70
5 .70
5 .70
5.70
5.70
5"70
5"70
5 .70
5 "706.zo
6.zo
6.zo
6.7o
6.zo

27.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
t.
2.
5.
B.

72.

6
FEMALE

NUMBERS 7 to 10 IMPLANTS DID NOT LAST

75
1B
tg
20

o. Bo
o.96
1.20
o. 94
7. t7
o.92
7"02
t"ot
t"t6
L.27

o .97
o. B6
t.23
7.3
t"3

o.93
1. 10
o"99
1.O
o.466
o,294
o .95
o "78o"507
o. rB

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o

7
7

.7o
,70
.7o

22.6
23 ,6
24.6
25 .6
26"6
29 .6

71.
FEMALE

72
FEMALE

t3
FEMALE

t4
MALÐ

79 .6 .70
zz.6.Zo
T.6.zo
24.6.To
25.6.70

.7o
3c ,6 "70L.7.70
2.7.70
3.7 "70

29.6
30 .6
7.7
2.7

oB
4o
35
6

7
7
7
t

o
o
o
o

7
7
7
7

o
o
o
o

-35
-50

o
-20
-40
-6o

lo .7 .7O
1-3.7 .70
75"7.70

t6.7 .zo

xl_ l_ l_



Rat No.
& Sex

Date Pre s sure
Relatiwe to
Environment

( mmHg )

Volumetric
Absoqption Rate
i zeo 

(^ 3 /nr/ "^)

t4 ( cont. ) tZ .Z .To

78.7 .70

20.7 .7O

21,.7.7O

22.7.7O

23.7 .70

1,5
MALE

29 .7 .70

30.7 "70

31-.7.70

3.8.70

o
-4o
-6o

o
-6o

o
-20
-30
-45
-55
-Bo

o
-L!
- 31'
-56
-86

o
o
o
o

'10
-20
-30
-4o
-50

o
-20
-4o
-50
-6o
-Bo

o
-20
-4o
-50
-6o
-7o
-90

- 110
o

" 995
.508
. t37
'o5.o95
.95
.675
.59
.33
.36

-o.
on
o.
o.
o.

o.95
o.974
o .967
o .952
o. B9
o.7 3
o.7 3
o. 485
o, 381
o.753
t,02
o,722
o.6tj
o.505
o.263
o.o32
o.835
o.675
o.653
o .55
o.326
o. !57
o

-o.222
7. t4
o.70
o.572
o.52
o.256

o
o
o
7
o
o
o
o
p
o
o
7
o
o
o

o4
7B
5LB
255
1-92
785
925
743
B3z

o
o
o
o
o

-20
-30
-50
-6o

xl-v



Rat No.
& Sex Date

Pre s su,re
Relatiwe to
Environment

( mmHg )

Volumetric
Absorption Rate
ùze o (^ 3 ¡¡r¡ "^¡

t5 (cont. ) o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

-o
t
o
o
o
o

-o

o
-10
-25
-46
-56
-66
-75.B:

.950

.9to

.692

.468

.387
- 318
.345

-o.394
o.875
o,523
o,323

B

5
2
5

3
o

9
4

9
3
2
t

t6
MALE

77
MALE

1B
MALE

6.B.Zo

4.B.Zo

5.8.70

!2.3.71

15.3.77

]-6.3.7 7

t8.3.7 t

-6o
-75

o
-50
-50
-6t
-71
-Br
-90

o
-20
-4o
-6o
_81

- 100

o
-t5
-30

o
o

-30
-45
-6o
-7o
-90

o
-35
-4o
-7o

o
*4o
-55
-6o

-10
-4o
-55
-6o
-90

.730

.202
, t75

.905

.364

.363

.292

.069

.o27

.t5

.7BB
" 564
.232
.o43

1. oB
o "752o.396
o.75
t. 71,
o" 309
o.z3B
o.762
o

o
o.755
o,
o"
o.

.1.28

.2rg

321
294
243

o
o
o
o
o

t2-3.7t

xv



TABI.D 2

SUBCUTANEOUS GAS TENSIONS IN RAT

ATMOSPHER¡IC PRESSURE BREATHING AIR

CONSTANT VOLUME YSTEM

Time
(trr)

Negative
Pre s sure

( mmHg )

Rat No.
& Sex

Date

5.5

2.O
4.ll
7.o
o"5
2.75
4.!
3.75

-Br

-73
-7O
-7O
-34
-68
-8o
-82

-74
-78
-72
-76
-76

No. t4 - MaIe

No. 75 - Male

No. t6 -- MaIe

24.7 .,7O

27.7.70

5.8.70

29.7 .70

30.7 .70

31-.7.70

1..8.7o
3.8.7o

28.7 .70
4.8.70

-25
-61
-53
-62.s
-67 .5

e

o.25
3.o
1.O
2.O
5.O
3.o
6ro
2.O
t.5
7.O

xvL



TABLE 3

VOLUMETRIC RATE OF ABSORPTION OF GAS INTO
SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF MAN

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BREATHING AIR
and

REDUCED PRESSURE BREATHING AIR
coN ANT PRESSURE SYSTÐM
DI NT AN DUCER

Te st
No. Date

Pre ssure
Relative: to
Environment

( mmHg )

Volrrmetri c
Absorption

Rate
V-.^
,>'/ bt¡

(mmt /nr/ cm)

Environmental
Pre s sure

(mmHg)

7.t ß.4.7 t

!.2 t4.4.7t

1..3 75.4.7 7

7.4 t6.4.7 t

3.t t4-7.7t

-35
-45
-65
-75
-B¡

o
-20
-4o
-6o
-Bo

o
-30
-50
-6o
-7o
-Bo
-90
-65

- 110

-95
- to5
- 175

o
-15
-25
-35
-55
-75
-B:

o

o
-50

- 100

7.28
o.757
o .56
o. 368
o

t. 07
o.778
o.595
o .587
o.385
o. 181
o
o"525
o.236

o "965
o.820
o "582o.395
o.263
o.1"73
o

-o.767

7. 15
o.978
o.79
o"735
o.505
o.266
o. t76

1.O1

o.B1
o-Ðg
o.093

764

Sea LeveI

Sea Level

759

Sea LeveI

758

Sea Leve1

7
Sea

758

Sea LeveI

elev
59

L

3.2 75.7.77
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Test
No.

Date Pre s sure
Relative to
Environment

(mmHg)

Volumetric
Absorption

$ate

Environmental
Pre s sure

( mmHg )

ø,JVf,Êt 
".^¡

3.3 t6.7.7t

3.4 17.7.77

3.5 !B.B.ZI

o
-50
-90

-720
o

o
-50
-Bo

- 100
- 720

o

o
-50
-90

- t20
- 150

o. Bg
o ,534
O.1BB

-o. ß4
o .96

o.973
o'472
o-356
o. 75
o
o.99

o. 885
o "6t4
o.265
o.158

-o.3o1

76t

Sea LeveI

76t

Sea Level

760

S ea I¡eveI

6s6

4, ooo ft.
altitude

6s6

4uooo ft.
altitude

6o9

6, ooo ft "a]-titude

6o9

6, ooo ft.
altitude

523

IO r OOO ft,
altitude

523
10, OOO ft.
altitude

3.6 L9.7 .7 t

3.7 20.7.77

3.8 2r.7.71,

3.9 23.7.7t

3.70 22.7.77

TESTS AT REDUCED PRESSURE

o. 598o

o
-50
-90

- t20

o
-50
-90

o
-30
-7o

o
-50
-Bo

o
-30
-7o

o "6t4
o .538
o. tg7

-o. rB6

o.5o2
o-392
o

o.538
o.507
o

o. 385
o.792
o

o "43t
o. 2/lB

- o.o32

3. tI 26.7 .7 t

xval_a



TABLE 4

SUBCUTANEOUS GAS TENSIONS IN MAN

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE BREATHING AIR

CONSTANT VOLUME SYSTEM
(PRESSURE TRANSDUCER)

Time
(rrr)

Room
Temo.
( "c)

Negative
Pre s sure

( mmHg )

Barometric
Pre ssure

( mmHg )

o.42
o.7B
1.25
t'92
2r25
4.o
4,o

10. o

14. O

t5 .25
18. O

- 57.5
- 110. O

- 1o4. o

- 1,O7.5

- 100. o

- I!5.O
- 110. O

- 1-26.o

-tt7.o
-111.O
- 1-42. j

2t.o
26.5
23.O

25.O
2t.5
22.O
26.O

25.o
24.O
26.O

22 "O

762

762

760

762

267'

767

762

z62

762

767

xr-x



2

7

3.

4.

5

6.

7.

9

10.

tt.

72.
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